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Information Investment Regulation and Portfolio Delegation 

Abstract 

Vve consider policies to achieve t he social optimal level of investment in information acqui

sition by examining arbitrageur investment s ra egy and the likelihood of a market freeze in 

equilibrium. Vl/e show hat if direct portfolio management is dominant , an investment subsidy 

may be better , ,;vhereas if delega ed por folio management is dominant, an investmen tax is 

needed to prevent overinvestment, although this raises the possibility of a market freeze. vVe 

use t his to evaluate the effec of the recent t rend in hedge funds switching their operations 

o family offices and shed light on recent regulatory discussion of Fin Tech and Big Tech firms. 

JEL Classification Codes: D86 G14, G33 . 

Keywords: adverse selection, delegated portfolio management , FinTech, information in

vestment , market freeze. 
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1. Introduction 

FinTech plays an increasingly im portan role in financial markets, particularly fo llowing 

he explosion in t he use of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data by financial in ermediaries 

( asset managers) .1 , 2 To exploit these technologies effec ively, financial intermediaries need 

o invest in information acquisition, including developing greater expertise in processing 

informa ion by managing data, t uning algorit hms, and nurturing t he entire process. 

A the same time , financial regulators have begun discussing related policy measures be

cause F inTech could also entail some risk. For instance, t he F inancial Stability Board (FSB) 

an international body that monitors the global financial system, reported on the varying 

regulations adopted by 20 jurisdic ions (FSB, 2017). The repor identifies supervisory and 

regulatory issues concerning F inTech, and finds t ha most regulations focus on technological 

aspects such as privacy security, investor protection, or operational resilience.3 In con rast, 

he welfare effect of F inTech inves ment on t he financial marke has been discussed less 

frequently,4 and here seems to be a lack of consensus about policy measures on informa-

ion acquisit ion investment. This may be because it is not yet clear how such technologies 

affect the market , and there is limited availability of relevant data at t his poin . I is also 

evident in regulator statements hat he risk of F inTech remains unclear, which leads to a 

"wait-and-see" attit ude on the part of regulators (Didenko , 2018). 5 

1 F in Tech is a set of recently developed digital computing technologies applied to financ ial services. 
2 F in Tech investment increased substan ially in 2018, more than doubling from . ·50 8 billion in 2017 to 

111 8 billion in 2018 (Pollari and Ruddenklau , 2019) . Robo-advised assets under management will also grow 
from ·o.3 trillion in 2016 to ·2.2 trillion in 2020 (see O 'Keefe , Warmund, and Lewis, 2016) . In addjtion , 
Chen, Wu, and Yang (2019) argue that F inTech innovation brings a large amount of positive value for 
innovators. 

3 See Restoy ( 2019 ) 
4 Legal studies aL<,o focus on privacy or operational issues most frequently (see , e.g. , Zhou, Arner , and 

B uckley, 2015 ; You , 2017; Xu and Xu, 2019 ) . 
5 For exarnple , the Bank of England announced in 2016 that one of its p riorities was creating a regulato ry 

approach to F inTech. However , a Bank of E ngland official stated that " [i]t 's very djfficult to decide how 
to regulate something you don't quite know what it is" (https: //uk.reuters.com/ article/ uk-boe-tech/ boe
says-wont-stifleinnovation-as-wrestles-with-fintech-id KKCN11ElO7). :-Ieanwhile , the E uropean Union 's 
Emopean Banking Authority has delayed a decision on whether F inTech actually requires new regulation. 
Its executive director stated that "[w]e should wait and see what uses the market is contemplating and 
whether that sort of use would imply the emergence of new risks" (https://www.reuters.com/ article/ us
fintech-bundesbank/ fintech-sector-needs-more-regulatory-oversight-bundesbank-idUSKBN1591LV). 
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This paper explores information acquisit ion investment and desirable policy measures re

la ed t o F in Tech, from the perspective of infor mation t heor). Given the lack of evidence , i is 

important to examine any t heoretical predictions before possible risks caused by info rmation 

acquisit ion investment become known.6 Furthermore we also conduct welfare analysis to 

consider whether information acquisition investment tends to be oo high or too low. This 

is essential to decide whether to promote or regulate such investments. 

Info rmation acquisit ion investment may affec a least two info rmation problems in finan

cial markets. First, it can create information asymmetry regarding asset types. Given there 

are informed and uninformed agents in t he market , information asymmetry about assets can 

lead to adverse selection a la Akerlof (1970), and result in market freezes and fire sales, bo h 

of which were observed in t he 2007-2008 global financial crisis. However , t he investment 

in information acquisition by financial intermediaries could also make t he prices of asse s 

more info rmative t hereby alleviating the mispricing of asse s and t he exten of t he limits of 

arbi rage (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997), and ma) also reduce t he set of behavioral biases for 

all investors. 7 

Second, info rmation investment can also invoke an addit ional information problem wi h 

por fo lio delegation, which is widely adopt ed in practice . If the ability of the port fo lio 

manager to acquire and process information is unknown by t he public , and when his effort 

decision and his possessing of info rmat ion are his own private info rmat ion, info rmational 

asymmetry and moral hazard problems may arise , and t hese could impair the efficiency 

of financial markets. However, t he portfo lio manager has no incentive to internalize t he 

various adverse selec ion and moral hazard costs whe n making his inves ment decisions. 

Hence , intensive investment in infor mation acquisit ion ma) result in a substantial divergence 

between social and private values, even t hough price informativeness in t he financial market 

mcreases. 

To examine these issues, we develop two information-based heoretical models . The first 

6Biais, Foucault, and :doinas (2015) is one of the few examples of such theoretical prediction, although 
their focus is on high-frequency trade. 

7 For empirical evidence concerning wealth-management robo-advisers in this respect, see D 'Acunto , P rab
hala , and Rossi (2019 ) 
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1s a "direct por fo lio managemen (DIR)" model in which t here are two types of info rmed 

agents (a capi al-constrained risk-neutral se ller and a risk-neutral talented arbitrageur) and 

wo ypes of uninformed agents (risk-averse hedgers and a r isk-neutral market maker) . To 

mee liquidity needs, he seller can liquidate a non.marketable asset or sell his holdings of 

a marketab le asset with risky payoffs whose value is known only to the infor med agents. 

T he talented arbitrageur trades the marketable asset on his own account . He has skill 

in receiving private infor mation wi h some probability by inves ing and exerting effor in 

info rma ion acquisit ion. Hedgers t hen trade he marketable asset to hedge optimally against 

an income shock and this hedging demand creates endogenous noise trading. Lastlyi all the 

rade orders for t he marketable asset are submitted to the marke maker , who sets the price 

of the marketable asse at i s expected value given all publicly available information . 

The second is a "delegated portfolio management (DEL)'' model. In his model, an arbi

rageur is employed as a portfolio manager by an uninfo rmed investor (the principal), who 

cannot observe asset ypes or t he arbitrageur's exerted effort. In he DEL model, arbi-

rageurs consist of a risk-neutral talented arbit rageur and a large number of incompetent 

arbitrageurs, and t heir type is priva e information. Hence, in this second model, t he adverse 

selection regarding t he arbitrageur 's type and the moral hazard regarding his effort are newly 

added to the adverse selection of assets. Fur hermore, t he principal does not know whether 

her employed arbitrageur has actually received an informative signal. Thus, as suggested 

by Dow and Gorton (1997), t he optimal contract may also give the arbitrageur a distorted 

incentive to trade wi hout informa ion as a noise trader , that is, to churn. 

Using these two models, our first result is t hat in the DIR model, underinvestmen anses 

and t he market freeze is more likely to occur in equilibrium than in he welfare-maximizing 

case when liquidity in the marketable asset is sufficiently small relative o t he seller's endow

men of t he marketable asse . ext , in t he DEL model, overinvestment always occurs. The 

likelihood of he market freeze is t hen smaller in equilibrium t han in the welfare-maximizing 

case . 

In ui ively, wi th the s andard argument for an info rmation extemality, we typically think 
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hat underinves ment arises because t he information-acquiring agen cannot receive enough 

benefi if asset prices partially reveal his acquired info rma ion. Otherwise, using the stan

dard argument of adverse selec ion we might likewise ypically argue t hat overinves ment 

ar ises because information investment only serves a redistribut ion bet,veen uninfor med and 

info rmed agents ra her than as a resource expanding role . However , he mechanism for gen

erating underinvestment (overinvestment ) in our DIR (DEL) model differs from t hat in the 

standard argument. 

In t he DIR model increasing investment in infor mation acquisition involves the fo llowing 

t rade-off. On t he one hand , increasing investment makes the price of t he marketable asset 

more info rma ive and motivates t he seller o mee liquidity needs by selling the marketable 

asset. T his serves o improve t he seller's allocative efficiency. On he other hand , as in he 

standard argument, increasing investment induces uninformed hedgers to hedge the ir income 

risk less because t hey would prefer no to lose to the more informed t rader given the higher 

level of information investment. If t he hedgers' income shock, t hat is, t he liquidity in t he 

marketable asset is sufficiently small relative to t he seller 's endowment of he marketable 

asset , the former effect dominates . Thus, he welfare-maximizing regulator favors t he higher 

level of investment . However , t he arbitrageur does not internalize these costs or benefits and 

hus underinvests in equilibrium. 

By contrast , in the DEL model, t he contract faces adverse selection regarding t he ar

bitrageur 's type so hat it needs to exclude incompe ent arbitrage urs. As such adverse 

selection is too severe, information investment is socially costly in t he welfare-maximizing 

case. Hence , social need always limits info rma ion investment at a minimum level t hat can 

prevent incompetent arbitrageurs from participating in the contract. Hence , overinvestment 

always ar ises .8 

Fmthermore , in terms of the likelihood of t he market fr eeze, increasing investmen can 

make t he price of t he marketable asset more informative and mitigate adverse selection 

8 Our mechanism generating the inefficiency in info rmation investment also differs from other studies on 
info rmation acquisition in financial markets, such as Biais, Foucault , and l\Ioinas (2015), Hauswald and 
i\larquez (2006) and Glode , Green, and Lowery (2012), which stress an overinvestment problem caused by 
an arms race competition among investors_ 
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regarding the asset type. Because he high-quality asset seller is t hen more willing to raise 

funds by selling the marketable asset , the likelihood of the market freeze is inversely related 

o the level of information investmen , regardless of whether we employ the DIR or DEL 

models. 

The second result is hat por fo lio delegat ion increases the equilibrium level of investment 

in information acquisition. However , while other things being equal the higher level of 

informa ion inves ment decreases he likelihood of t he marke freeze , portfolio delegation 

conversely increases he equilibrium likelihood of the market freeze as long as liquidity in he 

marketable asset market is not sufficiently large. This result suggests that the recent rend 

in hedge funds s,vitching the ir operations to family offices can not only decrease information 

acquisition investmen but also decrease he likelihood of t he market freeze as long as liquidity 

in the marketable asset market is not sufficiently large. 

In ui ively, t he main effect generated by portfolio delegation stems from t he mechanism 

under ,vhich the portfolio delegation contract needs to exclude incompetent arbitrageurs, 

but still allow t he competent arbitragem to churn. Because the contract can induce the 

arbitrageur to churn, for a fixed inves ment level, the price of the marketable asset can be 

less informative under portfolio delegat ion. In this sense , portfolio delegation will raise t he 

incentive fo r hedgers to increase their hedging demand, whereas it will reduce the incentive 

for t he seller to supply the high-quality asset. Conversely, o deter incompetents from joining 

he contract , t he principal needs to increase information investment. 

In fact , as t he effect on t he incent ive for hedgers is dominated by the latter wo effects on 

the incen ives for the seller and incompetent arbitrageurs, portfolio delegation induces the 

principal to increase the level of information investment so as o raise the incentive fo r he 

seller to supply t he high-quality asse and prevent incompetents from joining he contract. 

Alternatively, fo r a fixed investment level t he likelihood of t he market freeze in equilibrium 

is greater in t he DEL model t han in the DIR model if churning reduces the high-quality 

asset-seller's supply. Furthermore, using numerical calcula ions , we can show tha chmning 

is optimal ·when liquidity in t he marketable asset is not sufficien ly large . T his tendency 
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remains even t hough the investment level is endogenized. Accordingly, the likelihood of he 

marke freeze in equilibrium is higher in t he DEL model than in he DIR model as long as 

liquidity in t he marketable asset is not sufficiently large. 

Given t hese heoretical results our analysis provides several implica ions for desirable 

regula ion policies. In particular , to evaluate whether promoting or regula ing info rmation 

acquisit ion investment is welfare improving , we find it crucial to empirically distinguish an 

economy in which direct portfolio management prevails, from one in"\\ hich delega ed portfolio 

management is dominant . Generally, if direc portfolio management prevails it is better to 

subsidize and promote investment in information acquisition when liquidity in t he marketable 

asset market is sufficiently small relative to t he seller 's endowment of t he marketable asset . 

In contrast , if delegated portfolio management is dominant, some investment tax is needed 

o prevent overinvestment , alt hough this does raise the possibility of a market freeze. 

As one possible application , suppose tha a struc ured financial product , such as an asset

backed security, is originated to a suffic iently large extent, while liquidity in the mar ke of t he 

structured financial product is sufficient ly small. Our model then suggests that t he regulator 

can provide a subsidy fo r info rmation investment if direc portfolio management prevails, 

but uses tax for infor mation investment if delegated portfolio management is dominan . As 

ano her application, suppose hat new financial products are created and supplied when he 

cost of information acquisition investment is relatively low as a resul of technological in

novation. T hen, our analysis indica es t hat if delegated portfo lio management is dominant , 

an investment tax should be used, but t his raises the likelihood of a marke freeze . Al er

natively, t he recent trend for hedge funds to transform their companies into family offices 

suggests hat the investment subsidy may be used to improve t he efficiency of info rmation 

investment and reduce t he likelihood of the market freeze. Finally our analysis sheds some 

light on recent regulatory discussions of F inTech and Big Tech fir ms in both developed and 

emerging cotmtries. 

The remainder of t he paper is organized as follows . Section 2 reviews he related literature. 

Section 3 presents t he basic set up of t he model. Sec ions 4 and 5 characterize the equilibrium 
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and its welfar e proper ies in the DIR and DEL models, respectively. Section 6 provides a 

discussion of desirable regulation policies and Section 7 concludes. All proofs are presented 

in t he Appendix. 

2. Related Literature 

This paper relates to hree strands of research: market microstructure , delegated asset 

management , and info rma ion acquisit ion in t he financial market. The marke microstruc

ure litera me following Kyle (1985, 1989) examines how an informed trader 's private in

fo rmation is revealed t hrough his strategic rading in the asset trading process. Based on 

his line of inquiry, Do,N and Han (2018) discuss t he possibility of fire sales and a market 

freeze by considering the trading strategies of t he cap ital-constrained informed seller , cap ital

constrained infor med arbitrageurs, and well-capitalized uninfo rmed hedgers. Extending he 

model in Dow and Han (2018) by incorporating observable investment in information ac

quisit ion as well as portfolio managemen delegation and by ruling out margin requirement 

constrain s imposed on the arbitrageurs, we focus on t he equilibrium and welfare propert ies 

of info rma ion investment and he like lihood of the market freeze . We also characterize t he 

equilibrium allocation and welfare consequences under delegated portfolio management .9 

Dow and Gorton (1997) and Kyle, Ou-Yang, and Wei (2011) extend the Kyle (1985) model 

by developing an integrated model of strategic info rmed trading and por folio delegation. 

Dow and Gorton (1997) indicate tha under t he op imal contract , he delegated por fo lio 

manager will trade like a noise t rader , even though he has no infor mation , and t hat such 

noise trade may be Pareto-improving.1° Kyle, Ou-Yang , and v\ ei (2011) show hat a higher-

9T he observable investmen decision of an informed trader in the market microstructure framework is 
investigated in :.\Iendelson and Tunca (2004) by distinguishing between tractable and intractable information, 
although they do not consider a marke freeze or delegated portfolio managernent. T hey argue that the 
informed trader acquires more informa ion than is optimal for liquidity traders. 

10 Dasgupta and P ra (2006 , 200 ) and Guerrier i and Kondor (2012 ) introduce the reputational (career ) 
concerns of portfo lio managers into a strategically informed trading model , and suggest that reputational 
concerns lead to churning by portfolio managers. Taking a portfolio management contract as fixed , Allen 
and Gorton (1993) consider a model in which prices can diverge from fundamentals because of churning by 
portfolio managers. In contrast , our model discusses whether churning by portfolio managers actually arises 
in he absence of any repu ational concerns when a po rtfo lio management contract is endogenized. 
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powered linear contract induces t he manager to exert more effor in infor mation acquisition. 

However 1 none of t hese studies consider the welfare propert ies of t he level of observable 

investment in information acquisition or t he possibility of a market freeze. In addition 1 

and in contrast to Dow and Gorton (1997), we show t hat the optimal con ract does not 

necessarily involve t he arbitrageur 's random trading strategy when he has no info rma ive 

signal. 

A voluminous literature on infor mation acquisi ion in financial marke s discusses the im

por ance of financial intermediaries in he production of information . Hauswald and Marquez 

(2006) suggest t hat banks use info rma ion asymmetries concerning borrower quality to soften 

price competition and to carve out and e:>..'tend captive markets, and t hat the strategic role 

of info rma ion acquisition induces banks to overinvest in info rma ion acquisition . Glode 1 

Green, and Lowery (2012) develop a bilateral rading model in which the acquisition of ex

pert ise by financial fir ms becomes an "arms race" . They show that financial firms have an 

incen ive to overinvest in financial expert ise. Elsewhere Philippon (2019) investigates t he 

impact of t he use of robo-advisors and big data on inequality. Importantly, unlike any of 

hese studies, we consider t he welfare propert ies of t he level of observable investment in infor

mation acquisition and t he possibility of a market freeze under strategic informed rading in 

he market, and examine he condition under what circums ances underinvestmen in place 

of overinvestment arises. vVe also characterize he equilibr ium allocation under delegated 

por folio managemen . 

3. Basic Setup 

We consider two econonues: t he first is a benchmark economy in which an arbitrageur 

rades on his own accotmt 1 and t he second is an economy in which an arbitrageur is employed 

by a representa ive uninformed investor (principal) as a portfolio manager. \i\ e refer to t he 

for mer as the "direct portfolio management (DIR)" model and the latter as t he "delegated 

por fo lio management (DEL)" model. 11 In t he DIR model, t here are five kinds of raders: a 

11 The justification for these two models is in the introduction. Unh ke Dow and Han (2018) , in both mode ls 
we do not take account of marg in requirement constraints. 
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seller of a risky asset talented and incompetent arbitrageurs) hedgers, and a market maker. 

In the DEL model , we add a principal to t he o her five kinds of traders . T here are three 

dates, 0, 1, and 2. For simplicity, we normalize t he discount rate of all agents to be zero. 

3.1. Assets and the seller.-

Vve consider a risky asset tradable by all market participants, denoted as a "marketable 

asset" . The marketable asset is traded for cash at date 1, and pays a liquidating dividend v 

of eit her v = l or 1 = 0 wi h equal probability at date 2. If v = l (1 = 0) the marke able 

asset is called a "high(low)-quality" asset . T he type of asset is observable at date 2 to all 

raders, but is only observable a date 1 to traders ,vith expertise .12 

The seller of he marketable asset is risk-neutral and liquidi y-cons rained. He is endowed 

with x units of t he marketable asset and knm,rs the quality a date 1. He is also endowed ·wi h 

a "nonmarketable asset" (profit -genera ing operations of the fir m), which cannot be t rans

ferred to other age nts .13 The nonmarketable asset yields a return y per unit of investmen at 

date 2, which has probability density func ion J (-) and cumulative distribut ion function F (-) 

with suppor [0, y]. T he seller supplies his endowment of t he marketable asset or liquidates 

he nonmarketable asset (equivalen ly, reduces investment in t he nonmarketable asset) to 

meet his liquidi y needs at date 1, where his liquidity shortage at date 1 is given by f .14 For 

simplicity, the seller has only a liquidity motive and decides to sell an amount of X a E [0, 

x] of the marketable asset , as assumed in Dow and Han (2018). He also reinvests in he 

nonmarketable asset any trading revenues from selling the marke able asset in excess of f . 

If he reinvests (liquidates) a unit of t he nonmarketable asset at date 1, he receives (loses) 

y at date 2. We assume t hat the realized value of y is uncertain at date 0 but is perfec ly 

expected by all traders at date 1. 15 

12 Examp les of the marketable asse include equities, co rporate bonds , and structured financial products. 
13 This implicitly implies that the cash flows from p rofit-generating operations cannot be pledged to their 

ful l extent because of moral hazard or nonverifiabi lity, as suggested by Dow and Han (2018) 
14 T he seller can be viewed as a firm that issues new equity or bonds because of its financia l needs, or as 

a bank tha makes loans and sells securities backed by loans because of capital requirement constraints. 
15T his is an innocuous assumption because the seller trades his assets only for liquidity motives and 

because we focus on the effect of information investment at date O on the investment and market freeze. 
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3.2. Arbitrageur.-

The arbitrageur chooses his rading strategy for speculative mo ives , even though he has 

no endowmen of the marketable asse . Note that the arbitrageur trades on his own account 

in t he DIR model, while he is employed as a portfolio manager in the DEL model. 16 

There are two ypes of risk-neutral arbitrageur. One is a alen ed arbitrageur who may 

receive a private signal 0 about v at date 1, where 0 E {1, 0, }. If 0 = l (0 = 0), the 

arbi rageur has perfectly precise information t hat v = l (v = 0) a date 2. Alternatively, if 0 

= , the arbitrageur cannot obtain any informative signal about v . The other type app lies to 

a large number of incompetent arbitrageurs, who have no chance of receiving an informative 

private signal. The arbitrageur 's type is private information.17 

To acquire informa ion about 1; the arbitrageur can decide on costly information invest

men at date 0. The investment determines the exten to which he is informed through an 

informa ion acquisit ion process. In particular , upon inves ment of a level of i, t he talented 

arbi rageur obtains a perfectly informative (uninformed) private signal 0 E {1 , O} (0 = <p ) 

with probabili y a(i) (1 - a(i)) at date 1, where d (i) > 0, a " (i) < 0, and lim a(i) < 1. 
,- oo 

Incompe ent arbitrageurs canno receive any informa ive signals either , even t hough they 

invest. The informat ion investment imposes a cost on t he arbit rageur, ci, where c > 0. 

\ i\ e also assume tha the arbitrageur must also exert effort in information acquisition by 

incmring a cost ei at <la e O if he wishes to acquire information about v . However , note 

hat it is possible t hat t he arbitrageur- in part icular , an incompetent arbitrageur-expends 

investment cos but does no exert information acquisi ion effort. 

Vie assume that t he arbitragem 's investment in information acquisition is observable by 

all traders at date 1, whereas his information acquisition effort is unobservable . The former 

investment includes not only investmen in AI technologies and big data but also investment 

in financial expertise associated wit h improvemen s in he academic education of employees 

and t heir compensation. These investmen s serve to collect and process information about 

16 The concept of an arbitragem covers investment banks, hedge funds , and asset management firms. 
17 In fact , the assun1ption that the population of arb itrageurs consists almost entirely of incompetents 

is a simplifying assumption and is required for the refinement of equilibrium only under the DEL model. 
However , even if this assumption is relaxed, he main conclusions in the paper are qualita ively unaffected. 
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he values of assets traded. The latter is the disut ility cost incurred when the arbitrageur 

actually engages in information acquisition and processing activity. 

3.3. Hedgers.-

There are uninformed risk-averse hedgers, who participate in t he market to hedge their 

income shock at date 1.18 The income shock arises from a common risk factor that affects 

both hedgers ' future income and the liquidating value v of t he marketable asse . vVe assume 

hat t he income shock is positively (negatively) correlated wi h 1 wi h a 50 percent prob-

abili y. For simplicity, we assume that all t he hedgers are simultaneo usly hit by t he same 

Y})e of income shock at date 1. If t he income shock is negatively correlated hedgers will 

observe t heir income shock ;:,h = - :J ( ;:,h = :J) at date 2 if v = 1 (v = 0), and v.r:ill be hedged 

by buying the marketable asset . If the income shock is positively correlated, hedgers will 

observe ::,h = :J ( ;:,h = - :J) at date 2 if v = 1 (v = 0), and \,rill be hedged by selling he 

marketable asset . \ i\ hether t he hedgers' hedging need is positively or negatively correlated 

is t heir private information. 

Each hedger is financially unconstrained and has a quadratic utility function U(w ) = aw 

- ½bw2 , where w is t he income of hedgers, a > 0, b > 0, and a > b:J. T he final assumption 

ensures that t he marginal utility of income is positive for w E [0, z] .19 

Lastly, although t he hedgers could be viewed as a con inuum of small t raders, they are 

instead interpreted as a representative investor who chooses his trading strategy for hedging 

motives. Thus, for convenience , hey are referred to as 11 he hedger" in subsequent analysis, 

as in Dow and Gorton (1997) . 

3.4. Mru·ket maker , the marketable asset mru·ket , and the mru·ket freeze.

The market maker is risk-neu ral and financially uncons rained. She sets t he price of he 

marketable asset at which she trades a quantity necessary to clear the market, as in Kyle 

(1985). More specifically, t he seller , arbitrageurs, and the hedger submit their orders to he 

18 Such traders are typically pension funds , insurance companies, or sovereign weal h funds . Note that the 
income shock is only used to derive the hedgers ' motive for hedging . 

19 This kind of quadratic function is used in the static market microstructure models in V ives (2011) and 
Rostek and Weretka (2012) and in the dynamic market microstructure model in Du and Zhu (2017) 
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marke maker a date 1. T he market maker observes the total order flow and sets t he price 

equal to t he expec ed liquidating value of he marketable asset, conditional on t he market 

maker's information set at date 1. In fac , a date 1 the market maker is uniformed about 

he realization of v and cannot know t he identi y of any of the raders submitting orders, 

even t hough she observes t he aggregate order flow. Hence , the market-clearing price is set 

equal to t he expected value of v, conditional on the total order flow. In addition, no order 

flow of an:) trader can be observed by the other traders. 

As in Dow and Han (2018), we assume , for simplicity, t hat t he market does no open if 

there is no supply of the marketable asset by the seller , and tha hedgers canno open the 

marke by t hemselves because t hey are of infinitesimal size.20 Vve also define a market freeze 

o be an event where the high-quality asset fails to full) circulate in t he market. 

4. DIR Model 

4.1. Definition of equilibrium.-

In he DIR model, incompetent arbitrageurs never trade in t he marketable asset market, 

because t hey cannot receive any positive revenues from trading, even though t hey under ake 

information acquisit ion investment and exert information acquisition effort. 21 Hence, we only 

need to consider the decision chosen by t he talented arbitrageur withou loss of generality. 

The t imeline of the model is as follows . 

1. At date 0, the arbitrageur decides whether to make information acquisi ion investment i 

and whet her to exer information acquisition effort. 

2. At date 1, t he fo llowing events occur. 

(i) The se ller with liquidation value v submits his selling order X 8 to the market maker and 

reinvests in (liquidates) the nonmarketable asset on the basis of v, the nonmarketable asset 

20 This assumption is particularly reasonable in the markets for initial public offerings, the primary markets 
for bonds, and t he primary markets for structured financial products. In fact , if the market freeze is redefined 
as a situation in which only hedgers and the market maker trade in the market , the main results of this 
paper are not modified 

2 1 For simplicity, we assume that arbitrageurs do no trade the marketable asset for a speculative 1110 ive 
if they cannot obtain any posi ive expected revenues from trading. T his assumption can be justified in the 
DIR model if there is an infinitesimal trading cost 
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return y, and i, by anticipating a price p. 

(ii) The arbitrageur receives a private signal 0 if he exerts information acquisition effort at 

date 0. T he n, if the market opens, t he arb itragem submits his order xa to the market maker 

on the basis of 0, y, and i . 

(iii) The hedger knows whe her t he hedging need zh is positively or negatively correlated 

with v . Let p = + (- ) if zh is positively (negatively) correlated with v . If he market opens, 

he hedger submits the order xh to t he market maker on he basis of p, y, and i . 

(iv) T he marke maker determines a price p based on x y and i, where x = xa + xh - X8 • 

3. At date 2, v, y, and zh are realized. 

I o e that y is perfec ly predicted by all traders a date 1. An equilibrium is defined as 

(p, X 8 , xa, xh, i) such hat (i) (xs, xa, xh) and i solve (1)- (3) defined below, respectively, (ii) x 

= xa + xh - x·S, and (iii) t he price sa isfies p = E1 (v I x,y,i) , where E 1 is t he expectation 

operator at he beginning of date 1. Definep(x·y,i) = E 1 (v I x,y,i) . 

The seller's problem is to maximize his expected profit by choosing X 8 E [0, x] at date 1: 

max E1 { v(x - X 8 ) + (1 + y)[p(x; y, i)xs - P] J v, y, i} , 
x 5 E[O,x] 

(1) 

where t he fir st term is he revenue from he sale of he marketable asset and t he second 

erm is t he revenue from the nonmarketable asset . As t he seller trades only for the liquidity 

motive, he has no incentive to deviate from xa determined by (1). 

The arbitrageur maximizes his expected trading profit by choosing i 2': 0 at date 0 and xa 

at date 1, and by deciding whether o exert information acquisition effor at da e 0: 

max Ea {max E1 [(1; - p(x; y, i))xa J 0, Y,X, i]} - ci - eix , 
i:C::O,xE{l ,O} x" 

(2) 

where Ea is t he expectation operator a date 0 and x is t he indica or function t hat satisfies 

x = l (x = 0) if the arbitrageur exerts ( does not exert) infor mation acquisition effort . 
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The hedger maximizes e:>,._l)ected utility by choosing xh at da e 1: 

(3) 

As t he hedger consists of a continuum of infinitesimal agents who cannot affect he aggregate 

rading volume, the hedger has no incentive to deviate fr om xh deter mined by (3). 

4.2. C haracterization of equilibrium.-

The seller's supply of he marke able asset is determined by the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Given 1, y, and i, the seller's supply is deterniined by 

if E1 [p(x; y, i) I v, Y, i] < 1~Y 

if E1 [p(x; y , i) Iv, Y, i] 2:: l~y· 

Lemma 1 shows hat t he lo-w- (high-)quality asset seller always supplies ( does not always 

supply) t he marketable asset because v = 0 (v = 1).22 Lemma 1 also implies t hat he supply 

order of the high-quality asset seller is exactly equal to t hat of t he low-quality asset seller 

if t hey supply their holdings of t he marketable asset . Hence, the seller's order X 8 does not 

depend on t he asset type when the market freeze does not occur. 

We next discuss the to al order flow x of the marketable asset in equilibrium when he 

high-quality asset seller prefers o supply t he marketable asset (t hat is, X 8 = x ). For the 

present , we suppose that the hedger will trade xh = nb 2=: 0 (xh = - n 8 ~ 0) if t he hedger buys 

(sells) t he marketable asset, t hat is, if the income shock is nega ively (posi ively) conelated 

with v . nb and n 8 are derived later in solving the hedger 's opt imizat ion problem. 

To specify x, we need to investigate t he arbit rageur 's trading strategy xa at date 1 when 

he market freeze does not ar ise . As mentioned at he beginning of Section 4.1 , we need only 

consider t he talented arbitrageur . Then , we impose he fo llowing out -of-equilibrium belief 

of t he market maker when t he market fr eeze does not occur : anticipating X 8 = x, she infers 

22 The seller is assumed to sell if E 1 [p(x; y , i) Iv, y , i] = l~y. If there are infinitesimal costs in trading the 
marketable asset and in liquidating the non.marketable asset , this tie-breaking assumption can be justified if 
the former costs are smaller than or equal to the costs of the latter . 
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hat any deviation of x from nb - x, - x, or - n 8 - x must come from t he arbitrageur rather 

han t he hedger , without changing t he marke maker 's belief in t he relative likelihood that 

he arbi rageur has an informative or uninformative signal. vVe also assume t hat t he market 

maker believes t ha if the arbitrageur trades , any positive (nega ive) quantity other t han 

n 8 (- n b) is ordered by an arbi rageur who would otherwise have traded ns (- nb) .23 Under 

these beliefs , the arbitrageur needs to camouflage his information-based trade by mim icking 

he rading of t he hedger to ob ain profits because any o her quantity would always reveal 

his information to t he market maker and bring no profits . Given X8 = x and xh = nb or - ns, 

the arbi rageur will ei her buy ns (xa = ns) or sell nb (xa = - nb) to pool with t he hedger . 

As t he arbitrageur buys ns if 0 = l , or sells nb if 0 = 0, or does not t rade if 0 the 

market maker can observe five possible total order flows: 

(ii) x = nb - x if 0 = </) , xa = 0, and xh = nb · 

(iii) X = - x if 0 = l , xa = ns, and xh = - ns, or if 0 = o, xa = - nb, and xh = nb; 

(iv) x = - n8 - x if 0 = </> , xa = 0, and xh = - n 8 ; and 

Thus, t he trading strategy for t he arbitrageur implies that he trades when x E { ns + nb 

- x, - x, - nb - n 8 - x} . If x E {nb - x, - n 8 - x} , t he marke maker infers 0 = </> because 

she knows t hat the arbitrageur is not trading. The marke maker also infers t hat 0 = 1 if x 

= ns + nb - x, 0 = 0 if x = - nb - n 8 - x, but cannot infer 0 if X8 + xn = - x. 

ow, the market maker and the other market part icipants infer t he probability for each 

event of x at date 1 as fo llows if the market freeze does not ar ise .24 

Lemma 2: S'uppose that the high- quality asset seller prefers to supply the marketable asset. 

T he market maker and the other market participants infer the probability for each event of 

the total order flo w at date l as: {i) a~i) if x = n 8 + nb - x; {ii) i-;u) if x = nb - x: {iii) 

23 Because the market maker anticipates that the seller 's supply is X 5 = x while the hedger orders xa = nb 

or - n 5 , she can exactly infer the quan ity of the arb itrageur ;s order unless x = - x_ 
24 lote that the other market participants can infer the total order flow and the probability associated 

with the total order flow by rationally anticipating each trader ;s strategy_ 
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a~i) if X = - x; (iv) l - ; (i) if X = - n s - x; and (v) a:i) if X = - nb - ns - x. 

After observing x, the marke maker sets a price p a which she rades he quantity 

necessary to clear the market . sing Lemma 2, t he equilibrium price p*(x ) is characterized 

by the following lemma if the market freeze does not ar ise . 

Lemma 3: Suppose that the high-quality asset seller prefers to supply the marketable asset. 

The equilibrium price p* ( x) is then 

p*(x ) = 

1 

l 
2 

if X E {n b - x, - x, - n 5 - x} , 

0 if X = - n b - n 5 - x. 

Because prices are informat ive only if x E { n 8 + nb - x, - nb - n 8 - x} , it fo llo,vs from 

Lemmas 2 and 3 wi h al ( i) > 0 t hat an increase in i makes prices more info rmative . 

If the high-quality asset seller does not prefer to supply t he marketable asset we obtain: 

Lemma 4: Suppose that the high-quality asset seller does not prefer to supply the marketable 

asset, then the equilibrium price is p* = 0. 

Using Lemmas 1- 4, we derive a threshold point of y below which the market freeze occurs.25 

ote ha fj(i) < y can be ensured by assuming tha y is sufficiently large . 

Lemma 5: The market freeze occurs if and only if the return of the nonmarketable asset y 

is below ff( i) = ~~:m, that is, y < y( i) . Then, there is no trade in the market. 

"\iVhen he quality of t he marketable asset is private information, assets of different qual

ity are raded at he same pr ice. T hen , if the nonmarke able asse has a re latively lower 

return, the high-quality asset seller never supplies t he high-quality asset because he prefers 

o mee his liquidity needs by reducing investment in (liquidat ing) t he nonmarketable asset. 

The seller is, t hus , willing to supply only t he low-qualit:) asset o t he market maker . An-

25\ i\!e have already assumed that arb itrageurs do not trade the marketab le asset for any speculative motive 
if they canno obtain any positive revenues from rading. Furthermore , we also assume tha t he hedger does 
not trade the marketab le asset for hedging motives if he cannot satisfy his hedging needs. Again , the la ter 
assumption can be just ified if there are infinitesimal trading costs. 
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icipating this, neither t he arbitrageur nor the hedger part icipates in he market when he 

nonmarketable asset has a relatively low return. 

ow, using Lemmas 2) 3, and 5) we der ive t he hedger's decision: 

Lemma 6: 

(4) 

For later use define 

_ . [- a a(i) ] 
n(i) = 2 z - b 2 - a(i) . (5) 

For simplici y, we focus on the case of z > ~2~~ti) for any i so t hat n(i) > 0.26 

To conclude t he characterization of t he equilibrium ) we need to consider he arbitrageur's 

investment and effor decisions about infor mation acquisition a date 0. The arbitrageur 

cannot earn any profits or invest when he does not incur he effort cos ei, because he 

cannot acquire any informa ion about v . Thus, without loss of generality, we can focus on 

he case in which the arbitrageur always exerts effort in information acquisition. 

It then fo llows from Lemmas 2- 5 t hat t he arbitrageur 's problem is represented by 

[a(i) 1 a(i) 1 l ~ 
max --n(i) + --n(i) [l - F (y(i))] - ci - ei, 

i 2:0 4 2 4 2 
(6) 

where fj(i) is given by Lemma 5. ote t hat when y ~ fj(i), t he arbitrageur 's expected payoff 

can be positive only if he buys n(i) for x = - x , 0 = 1, and xh = - n(i), or he sells n(i) for 

x = - x , 0 = 0 and xh = n(i) . 

The firs -order condition with respect to i is given by27 

d(i) { [- (·) a 4a(i) l [ (~(-))] 4a(i)n(i) f (fj(i)) } -- n i - - ----~ 1 - F y i + ------~-- = c +e . 
-1 b (2 - a(i))2 (2 + a(i))2 

(7) 

The firs term in he larges bracke represents t he direct effects of i on t he expected 

26 A sufficient condition for z - r 2~£li) > 0 for any i is that z is la rge enough (z is sufficiently close to r) 
and/ or ]im a(i) is not sufficiently large . 

<--> 00 

27 In the subsequent analysis , we assume that problem (6) has an interior solution. 
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rading profit of t he arbitrageur when the marke freeze does not occur. Specifically, t he 

arbitrageur faces a trade-off between the two effec s if he increases he likelihood of receiving 

an informative signal, a(i), by raising i when the market freeze does no occur. On the one 

hand the higher a(i) creates greater profit opportunities; on the o her hand, it causes grea er 

info rma ional asymme ry and reduces the volume of he hedger's demand, hus resulting in 

a thinner market and decreasing the arbitrageur's expected profits. 

The second term in t he largest bracke expresses the effect of i on the expected trading 

profit of the arbitrageur through the t rading behavior of he high-quali y asset seller. The 

higher a(i) makes he market maker's posterior belief become more accura e (see Lemma 2) 

and enhances the informativeness of prices (see the discussion under Lemma 3). As adverse 

selection regarding the asset is mitigated, t he high-quality asse seller has more incentive to 

supply the marketable asset , hereby reducing the likelihood of the market freeze. 2 Then, 

an increase in i expands t he profit opportunities of he arbi rageur. 

Define i* as the equilibrium investment level of t he arbitrageur that sa isfies (7) . Then, for 

his i*, he t hreshold of the marke freeze , fj(i), is determined by Lemma 5 and the hedger's 

rading volume, n(i), is given b) (5). 

Vve discuss how i* and fj(i*) are affected by z, x, and c. v\ e obtain: 

Proposition 1: i* is increasing in z1 is independent of x1 and is decreasing in c. 

Proposit ion 2: The market freeze is less likely to arise in equilibrium if z is larger and c 

is smaller1 but is independent of x. 

Thus, information inves ment (the likelihood of t he market freeze ) is larger (smaller) when 

the hedger's income shock is larger and t he cost of investment is smaller , while these values 

are unaffected by the seller 's endowment of the marketable asset. 

To illustrate hese results, we provide some numerical examples . We paramet rize t he 

informa ion acquisition technology function , a(i) = ~:~:=: and choose he follo-wing se of 

basic parameters: a = 5, b = 2.5, y = 3, c = 0.001 , e = 0.0001 , P = 1.5, z = l , and x = 11. 

\i\ e also assume t hat y follows a uniform distribu ion on [O, y], where y = 3. 

28 ote that the tluesholcl of the market freeze , y(i) , defined by Lemma 5, is decreasing in a. (i) 
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The solid line in Panel A of Figure 1 depicts t he impact of a change in z on i*, and shows 

hat an increase in ;; raises i* . The solid line in Panel C of Figure 1 plots t he effect of a 

change in;; on y(i*) in equilibrium, and shows ha an increase in;; reduces y(i*) . Similarly, 

he solid lines in Panels A and C of F igure 2 indicate t he effect of a change in x on i* and 

fj(i*), which means that i* and fj(i*) are independen of x. The solid lines in Panels A and 

C of F igure 3 repor t hat an increase in c reduces i* and slightly raises y(i*). 

The intui ion fo r these results is as follows . For the investmen , no e tha a larger ;; 

causes t he hedger 's income to become more volatile. T his effect generates more motives to 

hedge, and induces t he hedger to submit a larger order flow to t he market maker. Then , by 

investing more to increase t he likelihood of receiving an informative signal he arbitrageur 

can potentially profit more from t rading against t he hedger. In addition, the arbitrageur can 

obtain positive expected profits only if the market freeze does not occur . T his fac fm ther 

streng hens t he motive for he arbi rageur to increase i* and enhances t he infor mativeness 

of prices because t he high-quality asset seller is more likely to supply the marketab le asset 

as prices are less noisy (see the discussion in t he next paragraph) . Converse ly, neit her the 

hedger 's demand nor t he t hreshold of the high-quality asset seller supplying t he marketable 

asset is affected by x (see Lemmas 1, 3, and 6) . Thus, i* is independent of x. "\i\ ith regard 

o c, the result is evident because t he informa ion acquisit ion cost is t hen larger . 

The result of t he market freeze depends on an adverse selec ion mechanism regarding the 

asset. As t he quality of the marketable asset is private infor mation , assets of different quality 

rade a the same price . However, if prices are more info rmative, adverse selection regarding 

the asset is mitigated. Then , t he high-quality asset seller supplies t he marketable asset, 

even t hough divesting from the nonmarketable asset is less costly. T hus, t he high-quality 

asset seller is more willing to supply t he marketable asset for the higher i that improves he 

info rma iveness of t he price . Indeed , P roposition 1 shmvs t hat i* is larger if;; is larger and 

c is smaller , but is independent of x. Consequently, he likelihood of t he market freeze is 

smaller if ;; is larger and c is smaller , but is independent of x. 

The result fo r ;; has interesting implica ions . An increase in ;; can be viewed as an increase 
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in liquidity in the marketable asset market. T hus , P ropositions 1 and 2 with Panels A and 

C from Figure 1 imply that a more liquid market is more likely to promote the arbitrageur 's 

informa ion investment and reduce he likelihood of the market freeze. 

4.3. Welfare analysis.-

We focus on a constrained welfare maximization problem wi h respect to i, when he 

information s ructure of each trader is he same as that in equilibrium and there are no 

rade res rictions or regulations on any traders. This is equivalen to analyzing the case 

in which he regulator maximizes total welfare by choosing i wit hout restr icting any other 

ac ions of any traders when the regulator takes the information acquisition restrictions of 

any traders as given. If the regulator does not have any superior information, this analysis 

is reasonable. T hen , we define total welfare as the sum of expected utilities at dat e O over 

all traders including he market maker: 

TV = Eo {E1 [1 (x - X 8 ) + (1 + y) (p(x; y i)xs - JJ) I 1, y, i] + E1 [(1 - p(x; y , i))xa I 0, y i] 

- (c+ e)i +E1 U( (v - p(x;y,i))xh + zh) IP,Y,i +E1 [(p(x;y,i) - 1;)xlx,y,i]} . (8) 

ote that the expected ut ilities of incompeten arbitrageurs are no included in ( ) because 

hey equal zero . \i\ e con inue to focus on t he case in which t he talented arbitragem always 

exer s effor in informa ion acquisition. 

ow maximizing TV with respect to i yields (see the Appendix fo r the derivation) : 

d(i) { [n(i) _ ::_ 4a(i)_ 2 ] [l - F (y(i))] + 4a(i)n (i)f _(yii)) } 
4 b (2 - a(i)) (2 + a(i)) 

+ a' (i) [1 + y(i)] (1 - a(i) ) xf(y(i)) - d(i) {~n(i) [z +::. a(i). ] + =:.n:(i) } [1 - F (y(i))] 
2 (2+ a(i)) 2 2 4 b2 - a(i) 2 

d(i) b (2 - a(i)) f (y(i)) (- ( .))2 _ +-- 2 n i - c + e. 
4 (2 + a(i)) 

(9) 

The first term on t he left-hand side of (9) is t he marginal speculation revenue of the arbi

rageur in response to a change in i, which has t he same expression as that on he left-hand 
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side of (7) . The second term on t he left-hand side of (9) is due to an improvement in he 

seller 's inves ment or disinvestment allocative efficiency in t he nonmarketab le asset . This 

effect of the improvement in the seller's allocative efficiency is posit ive when i increases. 

T he t hird (fo ur th) term on t he left-hand side of (9) measures an aggravation (improvement ) 

in t he risk sharing of the hedger 's income shock when i increases. T he third term shows 

t he negative effect of the aggravation in t he hedger 's risk sharing when i increases. T his 

arises because t he arbitrageur can potentially profit more from trading agains t he hedger 's 

hedging demand . Al ernatively the fourth term indicates the offse t ing posit ive effect of he 

improvement in t he hedger 's risk sharing when i increases. T his is because an increase in i 

reduces the likelihood of t he market freeze hat preven s the hedger 's risk sharing . Let i: 
denote i that satisfies (9). 

The above t hree components regarding the effect of i on HI on t he left-hand side of (9) 

highlight the important factors involved in determining i:. The first component regarding 

he effect on the arbitrageur 's speculation profi is the same as t he effec observed in t he 

market equilibrium. T he latter wo componen s regarding t he seller's alloca ive efficiency 

and he hedger 's r isk sharing involve the fo llowing trade-off. To start, the higher i is more 

likely to make prices more informative and induce the seller to avoid meeting liquidi y needs 

by divesting the nonmarketable asset inefficiently rather han by selling t he marketable asset . 

T his improves allocative efficiency in the seller 's nonmarketable investment , favo rs a higher 

i, and reduces he likelihood of the market freeze in otal welfare maximization. Nonetheless, 

he hedger is less likely to hedge the income risk because t he hedger prefers not to lose to 

the more informed t rade as a result of the higher i . T his effect favors a lower i and raises 

he likelihood of the market freeze in otal welfare maximization. In fact , the hedger cannot 

insure against t he income risk when t he market freeze arises . T his effect conversely favors 

a higher i and reduces he likelihood of t he market free ze in total welfare maximization . 

However, the arbitrageur does no internalize the three effects created by the latter two 

componen s. 

In he standard view, one might argue t hat underinvestment arises because the arbitrageur 
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cannot receive enough profits when asset prices partially reveal his acquired info rma ion. One 

migh also discuss t hat overinvestmen occurs because information investment onl) serves t he 

redistribution of profits between t he arbitrageur and the hedger . However , t he discussion 

of our DIR model is differen from the standard view in he sense hat the info rmation 

investment serves to improve he seller's allocative efficiency and mitigates the likelihood of 

t he marke freeze. 

Inspecting (9), ,, e derive t he fo llowing proposition. 

Proposition 3: The arbitrageur underinvests in infomiation acquisition relative to the 

welfare-ma..--cimizing level, when the hedger's income shock::: is sufficiently small and/ or when 

the seller's endowment of the marketable asset x is sufficiently large. 

Proposition 4: The market freeze is more likely to occur in equilibrium than in the welfare

maximizing case, when the hedger's income shock 3 is smaller and/ or when the seller's 

endowment of the marketable asset x is larger. 

Because the welfare effects inevitably involve mul iple fo rces moving in opposite directions, 

it is useful to provide numerical calculation results in Panels B and D of Figures 1 and 2 

using the same set of basic parameters given in Section 4.2. We also provide he numerical 

calcula ion results regarding he effec of c in F igure 3. 

P anel B of Figure 1 illustrates t he effect of an increase in::; on overinvestment ( defined b) 

i* - i:) . The panel shows t hat if 3::::; 0.802 (3 > 0. 02) , underinvestment (overinvestmen ) 

occurs and the eJ\.'tent of the underinves ment ( overinvestment) decreases (increases) with 

3 . Pane l D of Figure 1 reports t he effect of an increase in z on he difference between t he 

likelihood of the market freeze in t he equilibrium and welfare-maximizing cases ( defined by 

fj(i*) - fj(i:)) . In t his panel, if z ::::; 0. 02 (z > 0. 02), we find hat t he likelihood of he 

marke freeze is larger (smaller) in equilibrium t han in t he welfare-maximizing case , and t hat 

lfl(i*) - y( i:) I is decreasing (increasing) in z. 

Panels B and D in Figure 2 illustrate t he effect of an increase in x on i* - i: and y(i*) 

ote that i* and y(i*) are independent of x. Then, in our parameter range of 

x, we show ha overinvestment always ar ises, and t hat the exten of t he over inves ment 
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decreases wi h x. Indeed , the latter finding is consistent wi h P roposition 3. Fur hermore , 

he likelihood of the market freeze is always smaller in equilibrium than in he welfare

maximizing case , whereas liJ(i*) - y(i:)I is decreasing in x. 

P anels B and D in Figure 3 dep ict the effect of an increase in c on i* - i: and y(i*) -

y(i:) . The panels indicate t hat in this range of c, overinvestment always arises, bu he 

extent of the overinvestment is sligh ly decreasing in c. The likelihood of t he market freeze 

is always smaller in equilibrium t han in the welfare-maximizing case , ,vhile liJ(i*) - y(i:)I is 

slightly decreasing in c. 

In uitively, it follows from (9) t hat when 3 is small, t he positive effects of i on the im

provements in t he seller's allocative efficiency and t he hedger's risk sharing dominate he 

negative effect of i on t he aggravation in he hedger's hedging demand. Thus, a decrease in 

3 increases the social need of i . Because a decrease in 3 reduces t he arbitrageur 's private need 

of i ( see he solid line in P anel A of Figure 1), underinvestment ( or overinvestment) arises 

for z ~ 0. 02 (or z > 0. 02), while he likelihood of the marke freeze is larger (or smaller) 

in equilibrium than in the welfare-maximizing case fo r such z. As a result , liJ(i*) - y(i:) I is 

decreasing (or increasing) in 3 when z ~ 0. 02 (or 3 > 0. 02) . An increase in x raises the 

effect of i on the improvemen in the seller 's allocative efficiency, while i does not affect he 

hedger 's hedging demand. T hus, an increase in x increases the social need of i . As x does 

not affect the arbitrageurs private need of i (see the solid line in Panel A of Figure 2), an 

increase in x reduces the e:>..'ten of overinvestment . This effec also decreases Iii( i*) - y( i:) I• 

Las ly, a decrease in c reduces t he cost of i in bo h t he equilibrium and welfare-maximizing 

cases. However fo r he set of t he basic parameters, a decrease in c increases the arbitrageur 's 

private need of i more han the social need of i (see Panel A of Figure 3) and raises t he extent 

of overinvestment . As a result, a decrease in c increases liJ(i*) - y(i:)I . 

Several remarks are in order . First, an increase in 3 can be interpreted as an increase in 

liquidity in t he marketable asset market. T hus , Proposit ions 3 and 4 wit h Panels B and D 

of Figure 1 suggest t hat if the liquidi y is small (large ), underinvestmen ( overinvestmen ) 

occurs in equilibrium and t he market freeze is more (less) likely to arise in equilibrium t han 
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in the welfare-maximizing case , while t he extent of underinvestment (overinvestment) and 

117( i*) - y( i:) I are decreasing (increasing) in the liquidity. 

Second , x measures t he magnitude of t he issuance of new equit ies or bonds or struc ured 

financial products. Hence , P ropositions 3 and 4 ·wi th P anels B and D of Figure 2 imply that 

if the issuance of hese assets is larger , the e:x-tent of overinves ment and ly(i*) - y(i:)I are 

reduced. 

Third , a decrease in c can be viewed as improvemen s in infor mation technology. Our 

numerical calculations suggest that improvements in info rma ion technology decrease the 

extent of overinvestment and ly(i*) - y(i:) I. 

Finally, Glode Green , and Lowery (2012) based on a bargaining model, suggest t hat 

financial firms have incentives to overinvest in financial expertise. This result is consistent 

with our resul only if he hedger 's income shock is not small . In t heir model, the ability of 

expertise to acquire more accura e information protects a t rader from opport unistic bargain

ing by his counterparties and results in more favorable terms of trade . T hus informative 

signals cannot lead to efficiency in allocation in such an arms race environment . Furt her

more, t he possibilit) of a trader acquiring more accmate information causes only adverse 

selection and induces his coun erpar ies to avo id trading ,,rith him because t hey know t hat 

hey will end up buying only when t he true value is low (selling only when it is high) . Hence , 

financial fir ms have incentives to overinves in financial exper ise , such t hat the overinvest

men increases he likelihood of the market breakdown if asset value volatili y rises. In our 

model, the higher possibility of t he arbitrageur acquiring more accura e information is more 

likely to induce the hedger to avoid hedging he income risk because it aggravates the adverse 

selection problem ; however , i improves he informativeness of prices, enables t he informed 

high-quality seller o sell t he marketable asset at more reasonable prices, and reduces t he 

likelihood of the market breakdown. If t he hedger 's income shock is small , t he latter effect 

dominates t he fo rmer. Then, the social need of investmen is larger than t he arbitrageur 's 

private need of inves ment so that underinves ment can occur . 
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5. DEL M odel 

5 .1. D efinition of equilibrium.-

Because por folio delegation is widely observed in practice , we now consider where a repre

senta ive, uninformed, risk-neutral investor (principal) entrusts her money to an arbitrageur , 

who serves as a portfolio manager protected by limited liability. We implicit ly assume tha it 

is substantially costly not only for t he principal to acquire and process info rmation because 

of the lack of financial and technological expertise , but also for the arbit rageur to operate as 

a stand-alone enti y. T hen, t he arbi ragem needs to be compensated according to a contract 

designed by t he principal at date 0. However , as the contract cannot condition directly on 

he arbi rageur's private informa ion or his shirking decision, his incentives may be distorted. 

First, incompeten arbitrageurs may have an incentive to be employed as portfolio managers. 

As incompetent arbitrageurs are assumed to be dominant in t he population, any contract 

hat attracts t hem wm oblige the principal to almost surely hire them. T hus, this possibilit) 

needs to be excluded in order to avoid entailing a posi ive payment in retmn fo r nothing. 

Second, t he talented arb itrageur may have a distorted incentive t o t rade ( "chmning" in

cent ive) , even though he has received no informative signal. Finally, because the principal 

cannot observe whether t he alented arbi rageur exerts information acquisition effort, he 

talented arbitrageur may have an incentive not to exer any informat ion acquisition effort. 

The t imeline of the model is the same as tha of t he DIR model, except t hat: 

1. At date 0, t he principal decides whe her to hire an arbitrageur as a portfolio manager 

and how much t he arbit rageur invests in information acquisit ion.29 If t he principal hil'es the 

arbi rageur , she designs a contrac with the arbitragem . v\Then employed, t he arbitrageur 

decides whe her to exert informational acquisit ion effort . 

3. At date 2, v , y and ;;h are realized. The con ract compensa ion 1s received by t he 

arbitragem. 

o e tha the investment in information acquisit ion is public infor mation a date 1. The 

29 If the principal does not hire any arbitrageurs , she does not trade the marketable asset , because she does 
not have any private information and , thus, she cannot obtain any positive revenues from trading. Such a 
tie-breaking assumption can be justified if there are infinitesimal trading costs. 
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other informat ion struc ure is also he same as that of the DIR model, except t hat the trading 

position of t he arbitrageur is no observable to any other agen s at date 1 but is observable 

and verifiable to t he principal at date 2 and t hat the contract between the principal and 

he arbi rageur is observable to all t he agents at date 1. 

The talen ed arbit rageurs' (incompe en arbitrageurs') reserva ion payoff is denoted by 

ITta (ITia) . vVe assume that rrta > ilia . For simplicity, we also assum e that ITia = 0. 

As in the preceding section , we start by assuming that t he hedger will rade xh = nt > 

0 (xh = -n: ~ 0) if he buys (sells) the marke able asset, t hat is if t he income shock is 

negatively (positively) correlated with v . Again , the quantities nt and n: are derived later 

in t he hedger 's op imizat ion problem. 

In the information structure of t his model, t he con ract canno condition direc ly on 

whe her the arbitrageur is talented or incompetent , on whe her he receives informative pri

vate information , or on whether he exer s informa ion acquisition effort . evertheless, t he 

contrac can condition on t he realized value of the marketable asset and on he rading po

sition the arbitrageur took. At the end of Section 5.2, by imposing an out -of-equilibrium 

belief on t he market maker , we show t hat t he principal does not offer t he arb itrageur any 

con rac hat rewards him for trading any quantities other than n:, - nf, and 0. T hus , he 

arbi rageur will either buy n: or se ll nf or does not trade under he optimal contract. 

To give the arbitragem proper incentives, t he principal needs to design nonnegative pay

men s m = (m 1, rn,2, rn,3, m4, m5 , rn,e) ~ 0 to t he arbitrageur in each contingency as follows: 

(i) when t he market freeze does not ocCUl\ (a ) m 1 : the payment if v = land xa = n: ; (b) 

m 2: t he payment if v = l and xa = - nf; (c) m 3: t he payment if v = 0 and xa = n:; (d) m 4: 

he payment if v = 0 and xa = - nt' (e) m 5 : t he payment when t he arbitrageur does not 

rade despite t he absence of the market freeze; and (ii) when he market freeze arises, (f) 

m 6 : t he paym ent .30 ote t hat t he arbit rageur cannot be penalized with a nega ive payment 

because of limited liability. T hen, as shown by Dow and Gorton (1997), t he arbi ragem may 

rade n: or -nt at random, even t hough he has no informative signal. Let ( ((u) denote he 

30 In the last two cases , although v = 1 or 0, there is no need to distinguish between these two possibilit ies. 
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probability of the talented arbi rageur trading n~ or - nf at random when he exerts ( does 

not exert ) information acquisi ion effort and does not receive any informative signal. Vie 

also define rJ as he probabili y of incompetent arbitrageurs trading n~ or - nf. We assume 

hat the arbitrageurs do not commit o the choice of(, ( 11 , or 7/ before he marke opens . 

An equilibrium now consists of a price p , the trading strategies of t he seller and he 

hedger (xs,xh), t he trading strategy of the arbitrageurs (xa 1 ( , ( 11 , ri ), a contract payment m, 

= (m 1 1 m 2 1 m 3 1 m 4 , m 5 , m 6 ): and an investmen i such t hat (i) (xs, xh) solves the seller 's and 

hedger 's problems of (10) and (11) defined below, respectively (ii) (xa 1 ( , ( 11 , 7) 1 1n, i) solves 

the principal's contracting problem of (20) given in the next subsection 1 (iii) x = xa + xh -

X8
1 and (iv) t he price satisfies p = E1(v I x, y,i, m). Let p(x;yJ, m) = E1(v I x,y,i, m). 

The seller 's problem is 

max E1 {v(x - X8 ) + (1 + y)[p (x ; y1 i, m)xs - P] I v1 y, i, m} ; 
x•E [O,x ] 

(10) 

whereas t he hedger 's problem is 

(11) 

5 .2. P rincipal's contract ing problem.-

vVe first need to characterize he equilibrium price p**(x) and the hedger's demand. To 

derive p**(x) we begin with t he seller's optimal trading strategy: 

Lemma 7: Given 1, y , i , and m , the seller's supply is deterrnined by 

if E1 [p (x ; y, i, m) I v1 y, i, m] < l~y ' 

if E1 [p(x·y ,i, m) I v, y i, m ] ~ l~y · 

ext, to specify t he total order flow x in equilibrium, we de ermine the arbitrageur 's 

31 As in the DIR model , the seller has no incen ive to dev iate x'" determined by (10) because the seller 
trades only for the liquidity motive . Similarly, the hedger has no incentive to dev iate x h determined by (11) 
because the hedger consists of a continuum of infinitesimal agents who cannot affect the aggregate trading 
volume. 
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rading s ra egy xa at date 1 when t he market freeze does not occur. As mentioned , we only 

need to consider t he talented arbit rageur in equilibrium because incompe ent arbitrageurs 

must be excluded in the op imal contrac . We also focus on the case in which t he talen ed 

arbitrageur exerts information acquisi ion effor in equilibrium.32 The arbitrageur buys n~ 

(xa = n~ ) if 0 = l, and sells nt (xa = - n~ ) if 0 = 0. T his will be justified by t he assumption 

of t he cont ract compensation imposed at t he beginning of Section 5.3. In addition , as argued 

in he contract payment in Section 5.1, t he arbitrageur buys n~ or sells nf at random wi h 

probability ( if 0 = </J, and does not trade wi h probability 1 - ( if 0 = </J . 

Then, t he probability fo r each event of t he total order flow at date 1 is infe rred as follows . 

Lemma 8: Suppose that the high-quality asset seller prefers to supply the marketable asset. 

Then1 the probability that the market participants infer for each event of the total order flow 

at date l is given by: (i) ¼{ a (i) + [1 - a (i)] (} if x = n~ + nf - x; (ii) ½[1 - a (i)]( l - () 

if x = nt - x; (iii) ½{ a (i) + [1 - a (i)] (} if x = - x; (iv) ½[1 - a (i)] (1 - ( ) if x = - n~ 

- x; and (v) ¾{a(i) + [1 - a (i)] (} if x = - ni - n~ - x . 

Using Lemma 8, p** (x ) is characterized by the fo llowing lemma. 

Lemma 9: (i) Suppose that the high-quality asset seller prefers to supply the marketable 

asset. The equilibrium price is then 

1 
2 1 if' X = nd + nd - x. s b , 

p**(x ) = 1 ·1· E { d - - d --::} 2 '/, X nb - X, - X, - n 8 - X , 

½ 2 if x = - nf - n~ - x, 

where _ 2a(i)+ [l - a (i)]( d _ [1- a (i)]( 
1 - a (i)+ [l - a (i )]( an 2 - a (i)+ [l - a (i)]( ' 

(ii) Suppose that the high-quality asset seller does not prefer to supply the marketable asset. 

Then1 the equilibrium price is p** ( x ) = 0. 

As prices are more info rma ive only if x E { ns + nb - x, - nb - ns - x} , it follows 

from Lemmas 8 and 9 with d (i ) > 0 and ( E [0, 1] t hat an increase in i makes prices 

32 Otherwise , the analysis is trivial because the principal cannot earn any profits . 
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more infor mative for a fixed (.33 However , if an uninfor med arbitrageur chooses t he random 

rading strategy (( > 0), prices are less informative because½ 1 < 1 and 0 < ½ 2 fo r ( > 0. 

Using Lemmas 7- 9, we derive the threshold point of y below which t he market freeze 

occurs.34 ote tha t he arbi rageur 's choice of ( does no depend on y , as will be shown 

la er in (18). 

Lemma 10: The market freeze occurs if and only if the return of the nonmarketable asset 

y is below ft(i, () = ¼[a(i) +½ (l - a: (i))( ],J,i +½[1 - a:(i)]( l_!( )+¼ [a:(i) + (l - a(i))(]+½[l - a(i))(,t,2 - 1, that is; y 

< ft ( i, ( ) . Then, there is no trade in the market. 

ow, using Lemmas 8- 10, we determine the hedger 's decision at date 1: 

Lemma 11: For i and(, let ni(i, () (n~(i, ()) be the order flow of the hedger whose income 

shock is negatively (positively) correlated with 1. Then, ni(i, () = n~(i, () ~ 0. If ( = 1, 

n/(i, I) = n; (i, I) = { 
? [-;:; a a:(i) ] 
~ ~ - -;; 2- (a(i)) 2 

0 

h -;;;d(. l ) - 2- (c,(i)) 2 . d 1· I - 0 w ere y i, = z+(a(i))2, an i .., - , 

{ 
- ( .) - 2 [-;:; a~] d( · 0) _ d( · O) _ n 1, - ~ - b 2- a (i) 

n b 1,, - n 8 1,, -

0 

where n(i) is given by (5) and ft(i, 0) = ~~:~!\ = y(i). 

if y ~ ft(i, l ), 

if y < ft(i, l ) 

if y ~ ft(i, 0), 

if y < ft(i, 0), 

(12a) 

(12b) 

Because 3 > r 2:~ii) has been assumed for any i, we have nt(i, 1) = n~(i, 1) > nt U, 0) 

n~(i, 0) > 0 for any i . For later use , define 

= . 2 [- a a(i) l 
n(i) = :; - b 2 - (a(i))2 (13) 

33 lote that 80 1 > 0 and 8 ,1,2 < 0. a:;- - a:;- -
34 \ i\Te have already assumed that the hedger does not trade the marketable asset for hedging motives if 

the hedging need cannot be satisfied. \Ve also assume that the arb itrageur does not trade the marketable 
asset if he cannot ob a in any positive compensation from trading. T he latter assumption can be justified in 
the DEL model if the arbitragem incurs an infinitesimal clisutility cost when trading . As we verify m6 = 0 
later , the arbitragem does not trade if y < fl'- ( i , (). 
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Vve can now formalize t he optimal contract between the principal and t he arbitrageur. In 

he Appendix, we specify t he expected payoff of t he talented (incompeten ) arbitrageur (s) 

at elate 0, rrta (i, () (IIin(i, () ), and t he expec eel payoff of t he principal wit h the talented 

arbi rageur at da e 0, IIP(i, ( ), relative o i and ( as (AS)- (AlO) . 

The next step is to describe several constraints to be satisfied by he opt imal contract. 

First , the principal needs to induce the talented arbitrageur to enter in o t he contract. It 

fo llm, s from (AS) that his participation condition is 

(14) 

where(' = ( (i , m ) = arg max { [<>;i) + (l-~(i))( ] (m 1 + rn4 ) + [l-~(i)i( (m 2 + m 3) + [1- a(i)]( l -
o:s:(9 ~ 

()m5 }. As t he arbit rageur cannot commit to any level of ( before the marke opens, (' is 

chosen at date 1 to maximize his expected payoff at date 1 after the market opens. ote 

hat(' does not depend on y because (m 1 , m 2 ,m 3 , m 4 , m 5 ) does not depend on y . 

Second , as mentioned at he beginning of Section 5.1 t he optimal contract must exclude 

he possibili y of hiring any incompetent arbi rageurs . I follo,vs from (A9) tha t he self-

selection condition is represented by 

(15) 

where (' is defined at (14) . Vve assume t hat incompeten arbitrageurs cannot participate in 

he con rac relation if t hey cannot obtain any posi ive revenues from trading .35 

Third, as the alented arbitrageur needs to be induced to exert effort fo r informa ion 

acquisition, using (AS), t he following incentive-compatibility condition needs to be satisfied: 

where (' is s ill defined at (14). ote tha if he talented arbitrageur does not exert effort , 

35 T his assumption can be justified if incompetent arb itrageurs incur infinitesimal d isutility or moneta ry 
cost s when they disguise themselves as talented arbitrageurs . 
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he only receives 0 = </> and uses t he random trading stra egy (" after the market opens. 

The remaining problem is to verify tha the principal does not provide t he arbitrageur 

any cont ract rewarding him for trading any quantities other t han n~, - nt, or 0. We impose 

he following out-of-equilibrium belief on t he market maker when t he marke freeze does 

not occur: anticipating the seller 's op imal s ra egy X 8 = x, the market maker believes t hat 

any deviation of t he total order flow from - x + n~ or - x or - x - nt mus come from t he 

arbi rageur rather t han the hedger without changing he market maker's belief in the relative 

likelihood that he arbitrageur has an informative or uninfo rmative signal. In addit ion, we 

assume t hat he marke maker believes hat any positive (negative) quant i y other t han 

n~ (- ni) is ordered by he arbi rageur who would otherwise have raded n~ (- nt) .36 As 

a result , he principal reduces her expected payoff if she gives he arbitrageur a contract 

rewarding him for rading any quan ities other than n~, - ni, or 0. 

The optimal contrac ing problem is now formalized by 

max IIP (i, (' ), 
(i ,m ) c=:0 

subject to (14)- (16) and(' is defined a (14). 

5 .3. Characterization of equilibrium.-

(17) 

vVe consider a class of sym metric contract in v. hich he payment is t he same not only 

fo r bo h correct rading decisions but also for bot h incorrec rading decisions: m 1 = m 4 

= m > 0 and m2 = rn,3 = 0. This justifies he assumption t hat the arbitrageur buys n~ 

if 0 = 1, and sells ni if 0 = 0. Although there can be other contracts that are equivalent 

in terms of incentives and expected costs, we focus on his class of con ract for simplicity, 

because he distinction is not a concern in this paper . In addi ion, increasing m 6 increases 

adverse incentives for incompetent arbitrageurs to disguise themselves as t he talented one , 

and reduces t he principal 's expected payoff. Thus , we can set m 6 = 0. 

Vve begin ·with deriving t he op imal choices of(' (or (), 17, and ( u.37 Given t he linearity 

36 As in footnote 23 , he market maker can ex actly infer the size of the arbitrageur 's order unless x = x. 
37\i\Te assume that the arbitrageur chooses not to trade n~ or nf if indifference between choices. T his 
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of the expected payoffs of t he talented and incompetent arbitragems at date 1 with respect 

o (' , 17, and c;u, we have 

Lemma 12: 

:f 1- < iJ 2m, _ m,5 . 

(18) 

ext, we characterize t he opt imal choice of t he investment leve l. Suppose that ½m > m 5 , 

hat is , (' = rJ = (u = l. Using Lemma 11 with (13) and (18) 1 = 1 + a(i) and 2 = 1 -

a(i) from Lemma 9, and m1 = m4 = m and m-2 = m 3 = me = 0, problem (17) is reduced to 

IIf = max { a(i) n (i) - ~ [1 + a(i)] m } [1 - F (f! (i, 1))] , (19a) 
(i,m ,m 5 )2:0 4 2 

subject to 
1 
2 [1 + a(i)] m [1 - F(f! (i, 1)) ~ (c + e)i + rrta (19b) 

1 
2m [1 - F (?f(i , 1))] ~ ci, (19c) 

1 
2a(i)m [1 - F(?f (i, 1)) ~ ei, (19d) 

1 
- m > m · 2 -,. (19e) 

Here , (19b )- (19d) correspond to (14)- (16), respectively· (19e) is the incentive-compatibility 

constraint for t he arbitrageurs to trade n~ or -nt at random when they have no informa ive 

signal; and t he hedger 's trading amount is equal to n (i) from (13). 

Conversely, suppose tha ½rn ~ m 5 t hat is , (' = rJ = ( u = 0. It follo\vs fr om Lemma 11 

with (5) and (1 ), 1 = 2 and 2 = 0 from Lemma 9, and m,1 = rn4 = m and m 2 = m 3 = 

me = 0 that problem (17) is reduced to 

II~ = max { a(i) n (i) - a(i)m - [1 - a(i)] m5 } [1 - F (?f (i) O))] , (20a) 
(i,m ,ms):2:0 4 

assumption can be just ified if the arbitrageur incurs infinitesimal disutility cost s when trading . 
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subject to 

{ a (i)m + [1 - a(i)] m5 } [1 - F (if(i, O))] ~ (c + e )i + IIta 

m5 1 - F (f/ (i, 0)) ::S; ci, 

a(i)(m - m5 ) [1 - F (f/ (i, 0)) ~ ei, 

1 
2m ::S; m 5 . 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

(20e) 

-ote that (20b )- (20d) correspond to (19b )- (19d), respectively; (20e) is t he incentive-compatib ility 

constraint for the arbitragems not to t rade n: or - nf at random when the) have no infor

mative signal; and t he hedger 's trading amount is equal to n(i) from (5) . 

Solving problems (19) and (20), we derive he follmving lemmas.38 

Lemma 13: (i} If selfselection condition {19c} is not binding with equality, the optimal 

investment level in (19} is determined by 

d(i) {[=( ·) - ~2a(i)[2+ (a(i))2]] . -F(-::-:d( · ")) 
4 n 1, b [2 - (a(i) )2]2 1 y i, l 

(a(i)) 2n (i) J (ft (i, 1)) } _ 
+ [2 + (a(i))2]2 - c + e. 

(21) 

(ii} If {19c} is binding with equality while the talented arbitrageur's participation condition 

{19b} is not binding with equality, the optimal investment level in {19} is determined by 

d (i) { [=( .) _ ~ 2a(i)[2 + (a(i))2] ] 1 _ F (-::-:r1,( . )) + (a(i) )2n(i) f (fr (i, 1)) ·} 
4 n i b [2 - (a(i)) 2]2 y i, 1 [2 + (a(i))2 ]2 - 4c?, 

= [1 + a(i) ]c. (22) 

(iii} If both {19b} and {19c} are binding with equalities! the optimal investment level in {19} 

is determined by 
e rrta 

a(i) = - + =-:-. 
C ci 

(23) 

Lemma 14: (i) If self-selection condition {20c} is not binding with equality, the optimal 

3swe assume that the optimal investment level is positive in both of these pro blems (19 ) and (20 ) 
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investment level in {20) is determined by 

d (i) { [n (i) _ ~ 4a(i) l l _ F(pi (i 0)) + 4a(i)n (i) f (yl (i, 0)) } = c + e. (24) 
4 b (2 - a (i) )2 y (2 + a(i)) 2 

{ii) If {20c) is binding with equality while the talented arbitrageur's participation condition 

{20b) is not binding with equality, the optimal investment level in {20) is determined by 

a' (i) { [n(i) - ~ 4a(i) l [1- F (~ (i . 0)) 
4 b (2 - a (i) )2 y ' 

4a(i)n (i) f (ft (i, 0)) 4 ·} + ------- - ci 
(2 + a (i) )2 

= [1 + a(i)]c. (25) 

{iii) If both {20b) and {20c) are binding with equalities1 the optimal investment level in {20) 

is determined by {23) . 

If (19c) ((20c)) is binding with equality, adverse selection regarding he arbitrageur's type 

is severe. In addition , if both (19b) and (19c) ((20b) and (20c)) are binding with equalities, 

he adverse selec ion problem is too serious. Then , he principal finds it more difficult to 

mitigate the adverse selec ion problem by adjusting only compensation. Hence , t he optimal 

investment level is determined by setting a(i) equal to ei~to. . 
We now discuss whether t he principal actually allows t he arbitrageur to trade n~ or - ni 

at random under the optimal contract , when he has no informative signal. Comparing he 

solu ion in the case of ½m 2:: m 5 wit h t hat in he case of ½m < m 5 , we obtain: 

Proposition 5: {i) Under the optimal contract, the principal will not always allow the 

arb itrageur to trade n~ or - ni at random when he has no informative signal. 

{ii) Suppose that the retum of the nonmarketable asset is uniformly distributed on [O, y]. 

Then, if neither the ratio of liquidity in the marketable asset market to the upper bound of 

the return of the nonmarketable asset, f , nor the cost of information acquisition investment 
y 

is large, the optimal contract involves the arbitrageur's random trading strategy when he has 

no informative signal. 

Proposition 5 shows that churning is not necessarily optimal even t hough Dow and Gorton 
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(1997) argue tha it always is . However , if nei her ; nor c is large , the optimal contract 

involves churning. 

The intuit ion behind Proposition 5 is as fo llows. Suppose that he market freeze does not 

occur , which corresponds to the situation in Dow and Gorton (1997). Then , t he random 

rading strategy of an uninformative arbitrageur enables the hedger to effec ively insure t he 

income risk a lower cos . T his is because the price is less infor mative as ( increases (see 

he discussion below Lemma 9). T hus , the hedger will respond by rading more. Because 

he principal can actually earn higher trading profits , she has an incent ive to allow he 

arbitragem to take t he churning even when he has no informative signal. However the less 

info rma ive price from t he churning discourages t he seller from selling t he high-quality asset 

as a result of the more severe adverse selection, t hereby increasing t he possibility t hat he 

market freeze arises. The churning t hen restricts the profit opportun i ies for t he principal. 

If t he la ter expected cost of t he lost trading opportunities ar ising fro m the market freeze 

dominates the for mer expected trading profit resulting fro m t he more hedging demand , he 

principal prefers to de er t he arbit rageur from taking t he churning b) raising t he payment , 

ms, when he does no trade despite the absence of the marke freeze ( hat is, when he 

is "actively" doing nothing), relative to t he "success" payment to him , m. This strategy is 

possible because t he investment cost as well as ms can also preclude incompetent arbi ragems 

from entering into the contact if he investment level is not sufficiently small. However , if 

liquidity in he marke able asset market rela ive to t he upper bound of the re urn of t he 

nonmarketable asset is not large t he expected cost of he lost trading opport unit ies arising 

from t he market freeze is small . Then, t he negative effect of the churning is relatively 

insignificant . In addi ion, if t he investment cost is not large , the principal finds it difficult to 

exclude incompeten arbi rageurs . Hence, under these situa ions, t he benefit brought about 

by the churning dominates its cost . 

Vie now clarify t he implications of varying z, c, and x by providing numerical calculation 

results in F igures 4- 6. In equilibrium under t he DEL model, let i** and ( ** denote the 

investment in information acquisition and t he likelihood of he churning , respec ively. 
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The solid line in P anel A of Figure 4 sho,;i,rs t hat ( ** = 1 for 3 < 1.092, while (** = 0 for;; 

~ 1.092 . T his implies hat fo r he higher range of;;, t he optimal contract does not involve 

he arbitrageur 's random trading strategy when he has no informative signal. ote t hat for 

fixed y, this result is consistent with P roposition 5, which suggests tha t he optimal cont ract 

involves (** = 1 fo r a small ~, whereas it does not always do so for any other ~- T he solid 
y y 

line in Panel B indicates hat i** is determined by eit her (22) fo r ;; < 1.092, and (25) fo r 3 ~ 

1.092 . T he solid line in Panel C illustrates tha i** is increasing in 3 . Because of Lemmas 10 

and 11, the t hreshold of the occurrence of the market freeze depends on (**, and ff(i**, 1) 

> fl(i**, O) . T hus, t he solid line in Panel D reveals that the market freeze is more likely to 

occur when :; is smaller . 

The solid lines in Panels A-D of F igure 5 illustrate t he effec s of an increase in x. In t his 

change, t he optimal con ract always involves (** = 1. Furthermore, i** is determined by 

(22) and is independent of x. Because (** and i** are independen of x, the likelihood of t he 

market freeze is also independen of x, as suggested in Lemmas 10 and 11. 

Lastly, Panels A-D of Figure 6 depict t he effect of an increase in c. In t his change of 

c, he optimal contract always involves (** = 1. i** is determined by (22) and is slightly 

decreasing in c. Consequen ly, t he threshold of the market freeze is slightly increasing in c, 

which implies tha t he market freeze is more likely to occur when c is larger. 

Several remarks are in order . First, regardless of whether ( ** = 1 or (** 

self-selection condition is binding with equali y in equilibrium. 

0, only t he 

Second, our results suggest t hat i** is larger when ;; is larger and c is smaller , whereas it 

is independent of x , like t he DIR model although t he adverse selection problem regarding 

he arbitrageur's type and he churning of the arbi rageur are newly added under he DEL 

model. T he reason is t hat under t he DEL model, only t he self-selection condition is binding 

with equali yin equilibrium . Then i** is determined by (22) or (25), which is not a "corner" 

solution of (23). Hence , the effec s of 3 , x, and c on i** are similar to t hose on i* . 

Third, t he likelihood of the market freeze is decreasing in 3 and increasing in c, while it 

is independent of x. If ;; is large, t he opt imal contract involves(** = 0. Given that f/(i, 1) 
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> ff (i, 0) (see Lemma 11) and that i** is increasing in z, this explains the effect of changes 

in z on he likelihood of the market freeze. Conversely, for he variations in c and x, ( ** = 

1 is always optimal in hese changes. As i** is decreasing in c while it is independent of x, 

he likelihood of the market freeze is increasing in c and is independent of x. 

Finally, ( ** = 0 is optimal only when z is large. The intui ion why ( ** = 1 is optimal 

when z is not large is that t he negative effect of t he churning through an increase in the 

likelihood of the market freeze is relatively insignifican , and that c is relatively high in our 

parametric case , as explained in t he intuit ive discussion following Proposition 5. 

5.4. ,velfare analysis .-

Vve define to al welfare n 1d as the sum of expected ut ilit ies at da e O over all traders in he 

DEL model. Again, we focus on the cons rained welfare maximization problem with respect 

o information investmen , when t he information structure of each trader is the same as 

hat specified in Sec ion 5.1 and here is no trade restriction or regulation on any traders . 

T his is equivalen to investigating t he case in which the regulator maximizes total welfare 

by choosing he level of informa ion investment, wi hout restricting any delegated portfolio 

management contracts or any actions of any traders. Thus , t he marketable asset price 

p(x; m , i, y)i the trading strategies of t he seller and he hedger (x8 xh) he trading strategies 

of t he arbitragetus (xa,(,(u ,'17), and t he optimal con ract m = (m 1 , m,2 , m,3 , rn4 , m 5 ,m 6 ) are 

determined relative to i by t he equilibrium derived in Section 5.3. 

ow, we compare t he welfare-maximizing level of investment , i~*, and the welfare-maximizing 

likelihood of market freeze , ff ( i:*, (;*), with t he equilibrium ones, i** and ff ( i**, (**), by 

numerical calculations, ,vhere (:* deno es t he welfare-maximizing churning strategy of he 

arbi rageur. Figures 4- 6 provide the numerical calculation results by varying 3 , c, and x. 

Panels E and F of Figure 4 illustrate the effects of an increase in 3 on i** - i:* and 

ff (i*\ ( **) - ff (i~*, (;*) . In the range of 3 overinvestment always arises, and the extent 

increases wit h 3. The likelihood of the market freeze is smaller in equilibrium t han in t he 

welfare-maximizing case , and lff (i**, ( **) - ff (i~*, (;*) I is increasing in z. 

Panels E and F of Figure 5 indicate the effects of an increase in x on i** - i:* and 
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ff(i**, (**) - ff (i:*, (:*) . In this range of x, overinvestment always occurs, but the extent is 

independent of x. The likelihood of the market freeze is smaller in equilibrium t han in he 

welfare-maximizing case, while Jff(i**, (**) - ff(i:V* (:*) I is independent of x. 

P anels E and F of Figure 6 report the effects of an increase in c on i** - i:* and ff(i**) ( **) 

- ff (i:V*, (:*). In this range of c, overinvestment always occurs, and the e:>..'tent is increasing in 

c. The likelihood of t he market freeze is smaller in equilibrium t han in t he welfare-maximizing 

case , whereas Jff ( i**, (**) - ff ( i:*) (;*) J is increasing in c. 

The int uition is as fo llows. The results in our parametric case show(;* = 0 (see t he dotted 

lines in P anel A of Figures 4- 6). This does not alter t he basic tendency observed in t he DIR 

model, because t he price of t he marketable asset in t he welfa re-maximizing case in t he DEL 

model is t he same as tha in t he DIR model when ( = 0 (see Lemmas 3 and 9). However t he 

adverse selec ion regarding the arbitrageur 's type is newly added in the DEL model because 

he optimal contract needs to rule out incompetent arbitrageurs by requiring a sufficient 

amoun of information investment from t he employed arbitrageur. If such adverse selection 

is too severe, info rmation investmen is socially costly in t he welfare-maximizing case. Then , 

he social need limits information inves me nt to a minimum level (given by (23)) t hat can 

not only deter incompetent arbitrageurs from part icipating in the contract but also induce 

he talented arbi rageur to enter into he contract. Hence, overinvestment occurs and t he 

market freeze is more likely to arise in t he welfare-maximizing case t han in equilibrium. 

In addit ion, t he minimum level discussed above is decreasing in c and independent of ;; 

and x (see (23)) . As i** is increasing in z, sligh ly decreasing in c, and is indepe ndent 

of x, he extent of overinvestment is increasing in z and c and is independent of x. T hen , 

Jff (i**) ( **) - ff (i:*, (:*) J has a similar movement because the likelihood of t he market freeze 

is inversely related to i . 

In contrast to t he DIR model, t he adverse selection regarding the arbit rageur 's type in 

he DEL model causes information investmen to be socially costly in this model. The 

discussion of t he welfare effect in the DEL model is unique in the sense t hat overinvestment 

arises because t he opt imal contrac needs to exclude incompe ent arbi rageurs by increasing 
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info rma ion inves ment. Hence, the mechanism of arising overinvestment in he DEL model 

is different from that of Glode , Green, and Lowery (2012) because an arms race in financial 

expertise among financial intermediaries causes overinvestment in their model. 

5.5. Comparison between the res ults of the DIR and DEL models.

Om comparative sta ic results in F igures 1- 6 suggest the following: 

(1) T he inves ment in information acquisition in equilibrium is greater in he DEL model 

han in t he DIR model. 

(2) T he likelihood of the market freeze in equilibrium is greater in he DEL model than in 

he DIR model as long as;; is not sufficiently large , even t hough the likelihood of the market 

freeze is inversely re lated to investment in information acquisition in each model. 

(3) Underinvestment (overinvestment ) occurs in the DIR model as long as z is sufficient ly (not 

sufficient}) ) small , whereas overinvestment always arises in t he DEL model in om parametric 

range. 

(4) The exten of overinvestment is increasing in;; in bo h the DIR and DEL models .39 The 

exten of overinvestment is decreasing in (independent of) x in he DIR (DEL) model, ,vhile 

it is decreasing (increasing ) in c in t he DIR (DEL) model. 

The main reason why there are differences between t he resul s of the DIR and DEL models 

depends on the fact t hat t he portfolio delegation con rac s needs o exclude incompetent 

arbitrageurs while it may allow t he competent arbitrageur to churn. 

We begin by discussing result (1). To rule out he incompetent arbi ragem while con-

rolling he churning strategy of t he talented arbitrageur , the principal needs to increase 

informa ion investment (see self-selection conditions (19c) and (20c)) . In fact , t he price is 

less informative under portfolio delegation if ;; is no sufficiently large . T his is because the 

contract then motivates the arbitrageur to trade n~ or - nf at random , even though he has no 

informative signals (see t he discussion below Lemma 9). Thus for a fixed i, the high-quality 

asset seller 's supply will decrease , whereas the hedger 's demand will increase . Indeed t he 

39 -ote that he extent of underinvestment is the negative va lue of the extent of over investment. 
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final hedging effect is dominated by t he wo other effects . As a resul ) the portfolio delegation 

contract promotes investment in info rma ion acquisition. 

Alternatively, fo r a fixed i, t he likelihood of he marke freeze in equilibrium is grea er in 

he DEL model t han in the DIR model when the talented arbitrageur undertakes churning 

behavior. T his is because t he churning aggravates the adverse se lection problem regarding 

he marketable asset and decreases the high-quali y asset seller's supply. T his tendency 

remains even though the equilibrium level of info rmation investment is greater in he DEL 

model than in t he DIR model. However , if z is sufficien ly large, t he opt imal con ract does 

not involve t he churning. T hen, fo r a fixed investment level, he threshold of t he market 

freeze in equilibr ium in the DEL model is the same as t hat in t he DIR model. Hence if z 

is sufficiently large , t he likelihood of the market fr eeze in equilibrium is smaller in t he DEL 

model han in t he DIR model because t he equilibrium level of infor mation inves ment is 

greater in t he DEL model t han in t he DIR model. 

For t he efficiency of information inves me nt in the DIR model, if z is sufficiently small , an 

increase in t he level of information investment beyond equilibrium one is likely to improve 

he seller,s allocative efficiency more than t he hedger 's hedging benefit. As the social need for 

info rma ion investment becomes relatively high underinves ment arises as long as z is suffi

ciently small. In the DEL model the adverse selec ion problem regarding t he arbitrageur 's 

ype is newly added. As the adverse selection problem is too severe in he welfare-maximizing 

case , t he social need for info rma ion investment is reduced so that overinves ment always 

arises in our parametric range . 

The difference between t he effects of x and c on the extent of overinvestment in t he DIR 

and DEL models depends on t he differences between t he effects of x and c on the investment 

levels in info rmation acquisit ion in t he welfare-maximizing cases in the DIR and DEL models. 

In particular ) t he severe adverse selection problem regarding the arbitrageur's type in he 

DEL model makes i:* independent of x and causes t he negative effect of c on i:* o be 

larger . However , as such an adverse selection problem does not exist 1 i: 1s mcreasmg m x 

and slight ly decreasing in c in t he DIR model. 
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Finally1 given he results listed in t his subsec ion the recen t rend of hedge funds convert

ing t heir operations into family offices is more likely to decrease t he investment in information 

acquisition and to reduce t he likelihood of the market freeze if liquidity in the marketable as

set is not sufficien ly large. Fur hermore 1 underinvestment is more likely to occur if liquidity 

in t he marketable asset is sufficient ly small. 

6. Policy implications 

Vve suppose t hat t he regulator can levy a tax per unit of investment or give a subsidy 

per uni of investment. T his tax (subsidy) raises (reduces) c. Because an increase in z can 

be in erpreted as an increase in liquidit) in t he marketable asset market 1 we establish t he 

following proposi ion by combining the results of P roposi ions 3 and 4 , .. rith he numerical 

calcula ion results regarding he effec of c in Section 4.3. 

Proposition 6: Suppose that the arbitrageur trades on his own account. Then, if liquidity 

in the marketable asset market is sufficiently small relative to the seller 's endowment of the 

marketable asset, the investment subsidy is preferred, and can mitigate the underinvestment 

problem while reducing the likelihood of the market freeze. 

"\i\ hen he arbitrageur trades on his own account1 he investment subsidy can reduce he 

likelihood of the market freeze wit hout suffering any losses in the efficiency of informa ion 

investment if liquidity in he marketable asset market is sufficient ly small relative to t he 

seller 's endowment of he marketable asset . However I if these condi ions are not met 1 i 1s 

possible t hat t he investment tax is preferred and mitigates he overinves ment problem. 

By contrast, he numerical calculation results in Sec ion 5.4 lead to : 

Proposition 7: Suppose that the arbitrageur is employed as a portfolio manager. Then, the 

investment tax mitigates the overinvestment problem but raises the likelihood of the market 

freeze . 

Proposi ion 7 implies t hat if t he arbitrageur is employed as a por fo lio manager , t he invest

men tax improves t he social welfa re alt hough i also increases the likelihood of t he market 
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freeze. 

Generally these two propositions suggest the fo llowing . If direc portfo lio management 

prevails , subsidizing and promo ing investment in information acquisition is better when 

liquidity in the marketable asset marke is sufficiently small relative to he seller 's endowment 

of the marketable asset . In contrast, if delegated portfolio management is dominant , some 

investment tax is needed to prevent overinvestmen alt hough it raises t he possibili y of a 

marke freeze. 

For an application of t hese two propositions , suppose t hat a substan ial amoun of a 

structmed financial product , such as an asse -backed secmity, is originated while liquidity in 

he market of he s ructured financial produc is sufficiently small. T hen , these proposit ions 

suggest t hat the regulator can use a subsidy fo r infor mation inves ment if direct portfolio 

management prevails, bu a tax for infor mation inves ment if delegated por folio management 

is dominan . As a result in t hese situations, a subsidy ( tax) fo r ( of) information investment 

can improve t he efficiency of info rmation investment and reduce (raise) t he likelihood of he 

market freeze when direct ( delegated) portfolio management is dominant . 

For another application, suppose t hat new financial products are created and supplied 

when t he cost of investment in information acquisit ion is relat ively low as a resul of tech

nological innovation. If delegated portfolio management is dominant , t he inves ment tax 

should be used to restore the efficiency of information investment but raises he likelihood 

of the market freeze. 

Fmthermore , t he recen trend in hedge funds t ransforming their companies into family 

offices suggests that t he investment subsidy may be used to improve t he efficiency of infor

mation investment and o reduce t he likelihood of he market freeze . 

De La Cruz, Medina, and Tang (2019) report t hat in many newly developed countr ies 

such as Chile , Mexico , P hilippines, and Turkey, t he sum of the holding shares of private 

corporations and strategic individuals is much larger t han hat of institut ional investors. 

In particular , in hese fom count ries, the sum of the holding shares of fo reign investors 

is not large . Because asset markets other than the equi y market are not well developed 
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and liquidity in t he equity market is sufficiently small this finding roughly suggests t hat 

subsidizing and promo ing investment in info rmation is recommended in t hese countries. 

Finally1 our results sugges hat in a market where professional investors such as inves ment 

banks, hedge funds 1 family offices and FinTech firms manage only a small part of funds on 

heir own account , the investment tax may be recommended even t hough it may increase 

the likelihood of the market freeze . Otherwise 1 t he investment subsidy may be provided 

if the liquidi y of he market is sufficiently small. However, t he latter s atemen can be 

modified if polit ical factors such as human rights and freedom or ethical factors such as 

privacy are important . Indeed 1 many F inTech firms have recen ly been active in various 

financial services. Big Tech firms may also have a financial subsidiary (e.g., Ant F inancial 

for t he Aliba ba group) or have plans for en er ing into var ious financial services. However 1 

here is ongoing regulatory discussion abou t hese activit ies 1 part icularly hose of the Big 

Tech firms. In addit ion 1 he US government has strongly opposed the subsidies granted to IT 

indus ries by the Chinese government. Because t he information acquisi ion investment in our 

model can also be interpre ed as F inTech investment in t hese firms or industries , we can shed 

some light on t hese discussions. For example, if Big Tech fams are becoming more active 

and provide delegated portfolio managemen services in developed countries, the regulator 

may apply the investment tax on the investment of these fir ms to prevent overinvestment , 

al hough this policy may also increase the likelihood of the market freeze. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

This paper explores possible policies to achieve the social optimal level of investmen in 

info rma ion acquisition by discussing the information acquisition investment strategy of ar

bitrageurs and the likelihood of a market freeze in financial market equilibrium and analyzing 

he we lfa re consequences. 

"\i\ e derive t he fo llowing t heoretical result . In the direct portfolio management model, 

underinvestment ar ises when liquidity in t he marke able asset is sufficien ly small relative 

o t he seller's endowment of t he marketable asse . A market freeze is hen more likely to 
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occur in equilibrium than in t he welfa re-maximizing case under the above condit ion. In t he 

delegated portfolio management model, overinvestment occurs in our parametric case and the 

likelihood of he market freeze is t hen smaller in equilibrium t han in the welfare-maximizing 

case . Indeed, t he mechanisms causing underinves ment in t he direct portfolio management 

model and overinvestment in the delegated portfo lio management model are differen from 

those in t he standard view. 

Furthermore , portfo lio delegation increases infor mation investment , while it also increases 

he likelihood of he market freeze as long as liquidity in t he marketable asset market is 

not sufficien ly large . The effects generated by t he in roduction of portfolio delegation result 

from he fac that t he portfolio delegation con ract needs o exclude incompeten arbi rageurs 

whereas it can allow t he competen arbitrageur to use the random trading s ra egy when 

he has no informative signal. The result of t he effec of portfolio delega ion provides some 

implications for t he recent rend in hedge funds converting t heir operations into family offices. 

Given these t heoret ical results, we show t hat t he effects of different policy measures de

pend on whether direc or delegated portfolio management is dominant. More specifically, 

if direct portfolio management prevails , subsidizing and promoting investment in informa-

ion acquisi ion is be ter when liquidi y in t he marketable asset market is sufficiently small 

relative to he seller 's endowment of the marketable asset. In contrast, if delegated port 

folio management is dominan , some investmen tax is needed to prevent overinvestment , 

al hough this does raise he possibili y of a marke freeze. 

Finally, our t heore ical result also indicates hat in he delegated portfolio management 

model, the optimal contract does not necessarily invo lve the talented arbitrageurs random 

rading strategy when he has no informative signal, although Dow and Gorton (1997) argue 

hat t he op imal contract ahvays induces an uninformed arbitrageur to trade randomly. 

However , if neither liquidity in t he marketable asset marke relative to t he upper bound of 

he return of t he nonmarketable asse nor the cost of information acquisition investment is 

large , we qualitatively show t hat churning is optimal. Intuitively, if t he market freeze does 

not occm\ t he churning enables hedgers to effectively insure t heir income risk a lower cost 
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because it causes the price of the marketable asset o be less informative . As hedgers will 

respond by rading more , the principal can earn higher rading profits. However making 

he price of t he marketable asset less informative discourages t he seller from selling t he high

quality asset. Hence , the churning increases the likelihood that he market free ze ar ises. 

As a resul , t he profit opportunities for t he principal are likely to be restricted. If t his 

cost is sufficiently large , the principal prevents t he churning by raising t he arbitrageur 's 

compensation scheme v.rhen he does no rade despite t he absence of t he market freeze. 

T his scheme is feasible in the present model because an increase in information investment 

in conjunction wi h t he arb itrageur 's compensation can also be used to deter incompetent 

arbi rageurs from entering into the con act because of their increasing investment costs. 

However , if neither liquidity in t he marketable asset marke relative to the upper bound 

of t he return of the nonmarketable asset nor he inves ment cost is large , the churning is 

optimal because its benefit of higher rading profi s dominates its cost of losing out on profit 

opportunities. 
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Appendix 

Proof of Lemma 1: The result is evident from t he seller's problem (1) . • 

Proof of Lemmas 2 and 3: The marke maker can observe the five possible total order 

flows given in the text above Lemma 2. \i\ e assume that v = l or v = 0 with equal probability, 

and that t he talented arbi ragem receives a perfectly informative signal 0 E {1 , O} wi h 

probability a (i) . Because of 1 = 1 for 0 = l or 1 = 0 for 0 = 0, he talented arbitrageur 

receives 0 = l or O ( hat is, he chooses x°' = n 8 or - nb ) with equal probability ½a(i), but 

he receives only 0 = (t hat is, he chooses x°' = 0) with probability 1 - a (i) . Fur hermore , 

because we assume tha t he hedger's income shock is positively or negatively correlated \Nith 

v wi h equal probability, t he hedger will rade xh = n b 2:: 0 or xh = - n 8 :S: 0 wi h equal 

probability. Given these arguments, the statement of Lemma 2 is obtained. In addit ion, 

E 1 ( v I x y i) = ½ if the market maker cannot infer 1 from x , whereas E1 ( v I x , y , i) = 1 

(E1 (v I x,y,i) = 0) if t he market maker can infer v = l (v = 0) from x. Hence, it follows 

from p* = p(x; y, i) = E1 (v I x , y , i) t hat he result of Lemma 3 is obtained. • 

Proof of Lemma 4: Lemma 1 shows hat t he high-quali y asset seller does not supp ly he 

marketable asset if E 1 [p (x;y,i) 11,y,i] < i!y· As the market maker can an icipate t his, she 

expects that the quality of t he asset is low. Thus, t he market maker se s p* = 0. • 

Proof of Lemma 5: Repeating the argumen of he proof of Lemmas 2 and 3, \\re can show 

hat t he probability for each even of he total order flow condi ional on 1; = 1 at date 1 

inferred by t he high-quality asse seller is given by: (i) a:;i) if x = n 8 + nb - x; (ii) i - ; (i) if 

X = nb - x; (iii) ~ if X = - x; (iv) l - ; (i) if X = - 11,5 - x; and (v) 0 if X = - nb - n 8 - X.40 

Thus, it fo llows from Lemma 3 t hat E1 [p (x ; i, y) I 1, i, y] = ½ + ~ - Given Lemma 1, t he 

high-quality asset seller does not prefer o supply the marketable asse if½ + ~ < i!y t hat 

is, if y < fj(i) . Then, it follows from Lemma 4 tha neither the arbitrageur nor the hedger 

40 ote that he conditional probability of each event of the total order flow for the high-quality asset seller 
is the same as that for the low-quality asset seller if x = nb - x , x = - x, or x = - n, - x. Accordingly, 
for these sizes of total order flows, the conditional probability of each event of the total order flow for the 
high-quality asset seller is the same as the probability of each event of the total order flow for the market 
maker. 
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rades he marketable asset because of the reasons discussed in footnote 25. Consequently, 

he result of this lemma is ver ified . • 

Proof of Lemma 6: We firs investigate t he case of a hedger whose income shock ::;h is 

negatively correlated with v (that is, ::;h = - :; for v = 1 and ::;h = :; for v = 0). Hence , the 

hedger always needs to buy the marketable asset (xh = nb ~ 0). 

Suppose tha y ~ fj( i) and the high-quality asset is supplied. Then , from t he viewpoint 

of the above hedger wit h xh = nb, here are t hree possible cases: (i) x = n 8 + nb - x. From 

Lemma 2, t his case occurs with probability et) for t he hedger conditional on the event t hat 

::;h is negatively correlated with v . It also follows from Lemma 3 hat p* ( x) = 1. Because 

his case happens when v = 0 = 1, xa = ns , and ::;h = - :;, the income of t he hedger at date 

2 is then - p*(x)nb + vnb - :; = - 3. (ii) x = nb - x. It follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 t hat 

he condi ional probability of t his case for t he hedger is 1 - a(i) and t hat p*(x) = ½· As 

his case occurs when the arbitrageur is uninformative ( ha is , 0 = 1> and x a = 0), ei her v 

= 1 and ::;h = - 3 or v = 0 and ::;h = :; is realized wi h equal probabili y. Thus , the income of 

he hedger at date 2 becomes -½n b + nb - :; = ½nb - :; or -½n b +:; with equal probability. 

(iii) x = - x. Because t he hedger needs to buy x h = nb, this case corresponds to only he 

case of v = 0 = 0, x a = - nb, and ::;h = z. It t hen follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that he 

conditional probability of this case for the hedger is ~ and t hat p*(x) = ½· The income of 

he hedger at date 2 is , hus, - ½nb + :;. The op imization problem for t his hedger is then 

It follows from U (w) = aw - ½bw2 and the first-order condition o (Al) t hat nb(i) = 

max ( 2 z - f 2 ~~in] , 0) . 
Conversely, if y < fj(i), we show t hat n b(i) = 0, as indicated in Lemma 5. 

I ext, ,;ve examine he case of a hedger with ::;h that is positively correlated with v . Then, 

he hedger needs to sell t he marketable asset (xh = - n 8 ~ 0). Repeating a similar argument , 

we can derive n5 (i) = max (2 [z - f2~~li) ] ,o) ify ~ fj(i) ; and n8 (i) = 0 ify < fj(i) . 
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Summarizing hese arguments, we verify the result of this lemma. • 

Proof of Proposition 1: Given (5), totally differentiating bo h hands sides of (7) wi h 

respect to i, z, x, and c yields 

r di = --91 { a/ (i) [1 - F (y(i))] + 4a(i)a/(i) f (~(i)) } dz + Odx + de , (A2) 
- [2 + a(i)] 

where r is he derivative of t he left-hand side of (7) with respec to i . Because r < 0 from 

he second-order condit ion , i* is increasing in z, independen of x, and is decreasing in c. • 

Proof of Proposition 2: Given Lemma 5, we need only examine the effects of z, x, and c 

~( "* ) - 2- 0:(i*) I d d h &y(i•) - 4a:' (i•) di* f' · - - -::::;, - T h h ony i = ?+ (·•)·n ee ,we s ow - 8- .--- 1 ()"° d. , OI J - ,_,,x,c. en, t e sta e1nent - a: i J 2+a: i• j~ , 

of this proposit ion is eviden from he result of P roposition 1. • 

The derivation procedure of (9): Using p(x· y , i) = E 1 (v I x, y, i), total welfare (8) at 

date 0 can then be rewri ten as: 

Tif' = a(i)n(i) [1 - F (y(i))] - ci - ei 
4 

+ - _ (1 + y) - 1 + a 1' x - f dy + [x - (1 + y)P] dy 1 {ly [1 ( ()) l l y(i) } 
2 y(z) 2 2 O 

+ ½ { J.:1 (I+ y) [½ ( I - a;i)) X - P] dy - t i ) (I+ y)Pdy } 

+ { 1 [ a;i) U (- z ) + 1 - 2a(i) ( U (n;i) _ z) + U ( - n;i) + z)) + a;i) U ( - n;i) + z)] 
+ ~ [a(i) U ( - n(i) + ::) + 1 - a(i) (u ( - n(i) + ::) + U (n(i) _ ::) ) + a(i) U(- z ) } 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

x [1 - F (y(i))] + [~ u (- 3) + ~U(z)] F (y(i)) . (A3) 
2 2 

The derivation procedure of (A3) is as follows. Repea ing t he argument of the proof of 

Lemma 5, we have E1 [p(x;i,y) I 0,i,y] = ½ - a:~i) _ sing (1) and Lemma 1 with E1 [p(x · i,y) 

I 1, i , y] = ½ + a:~i) and E 1 [p(x; i, y) I 0, i, y] = ½ - a:~i) , the expec ed payoff of the seller is 

represented as t he second line for v = l , and the third line for v = 0 on t he right-hand side 

of (A3). Subs itut ing (4) and (5) into (Al) with n(i) > 0, we show t hat t he expected ut ility 
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of the hedger whose income shock is negatively (posi ively) correlated with 1 is expressed as 

he fourth (fifth) line on t he right -hand side of (A3) multiplied by [1 - F (y(i))] if the market 

freeze does not occur. If t he marke freeze arises, the expected ut ility of t he hedger is equal 

o [½U(- z) + ½U(z) F (y(i)) in the six h line because t he hedger is unable t o insure against 

risk. Using (6), the expected payoff of the talen ed arbitrageur is represented as t he fost on 

he right-hand side of (A3). Total welfare (8) a date O is, t herefore , rewritten as (A3) . 

ow, using the envelope theorem, maximizing t he right-hand side of (A3) with respect to 

i yields (9). • 

Proof o f Propositions 3 and 4 : Taking t he investmen level as given, we see t hat if z is 

sufficient!) small so hat n( i) is sufficiently close to zero he value of the sum of the terms 

in the second line on he left -hand side of (9) becomes posi ive. On t he other hand, an 

increase in x increases t he value of he fir st term in t he second line on he left-hand side of 

(9) but does not affect the values of any other terms on the left-hand side of (9). o e t hat 

he welfare-maximizing investment level i: is de ermined by (9\ "\\rhereas the equilibrium 

one i* is determined by (7) of ·which t he left-hand side is the same as he first line on he 

left-hand side of (9). These findings imply t hat TV' (i*) > 0 occurs when z is sufficien ly 

small and/ or when x is sufficiently large. If we assume Hl" (i) < 0 for a range including i: 
and i\ the statement of Proposit ion 3 is imm ediate because of VV' (i:) = 0. Repeating the 

proof procedure of Proposition 2, we can also verify the sta ement of P roposition 4. • 

Proof of Lemma 7: T he result is evident from t he seller 's problem (10). • 

Proof of Lemmas 8 and 9: Given the arbitrageur's rading stra egy, t he market maker 

can observe five possible total order flows: (i) x = n~ + n f - x if 0 = l , xa = n~, and xh = 

d 'f' 0 ,,I.. a d d h d ( " ) d - 'f' 0 ,,I.. a Q d h d ( "' ) nb or 1 = 'f', x = n 8 , an x = nb; 11 x = nb - x 1 = 'f', x = , an x = nb; 111 

d d h _ d ··t·e -- nb, an x - nb, 01 1 - xa - - nd and xh - nd · (iv) x - - nd - x if 0 - ,,1.. xa - 0 ' - b' - b ' - s - 'f', -

and xh = - n~; and (v) x = - nf - n~ - x if 0 = 0, xa = - nf, and xh = - n~ or if 0 = <j) , xa 

= - nf and xh = - n~ . 

Under the contract, if t he talented arbitrageur receives an uninformative signal 0 = v,ii h 
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probability 1 - a(i), he trades n~ with probability f, - ni with probabili y f, and 0 wi h 

probability 1 - ( . Then , repeating t he proof procedure presen ed in Lemma 2, the sta ement 

of Lemma 8 is obtained. In addition, if t he market maker cannot infer the arbitrageur 's 

position, E1(1 I x,y,i m ) = ½· T hus, it follows from p** = p(x; y, i, m ) = E1(v I x,y i, m ) 

hat p(n~ + nt - x ;y,i,m) = ½ 1 , p(nt - x· y,i rn) = p(- x·y,i, m ) = p(- n~ - x ;y,i,m) 

= ½, p(- nt - n~ - x ;y ,i, m ) = ½ 2 • Hence, the result of Lemma 9(i) is obtained. Finally, 

repeating t he proof procedure of Lemma 4 t he statemen of Lemma 9(ii) is evident . • 

Proof of Lemma 10: Repeating the argument of the proof of Lemmas 8 and 9, we can 

show that t he probability for each even of t he total order flow condit ional on v = l at date 

1 inferred by the high-quality asset seller is given by: (i) ½{ a(i) + ½[1 - a(i)](} if x = n~ + 

nt - x; (ii) ½[1 - a(i)]( l - ( ) if x = nt - x; (iii) ½{a(i) + [1 - a(i)](} if x = - x; (iv) ½[1 

- a(i)]( l - ( ) if x = - n~ - x; and (v) ¼[1 - a(i) ]( if x = - nt - n~ - x .4 1 Thus, it follows 

from Lemma 9(i) tha E 1 [p(x; i, y) 11 i, y] = ¼[a(i) + ½(1 - a(i))(] 1 + ½[1 - a(i)]( l - () 

+ ¼[a(i) + (1 - a(i))(] + ½[1 - a(i)]( 2 if t he market freeze does no occur. Then, it is 

immediately from Lemma 7 that the result is derived. • 

Proof of Lemma 11: \'f\Te begin wit h examining t he case of a hedger whose income shock 

:::h is negatively correlated wit h v (t hat is, :::h =-::for v = land :::h =:: for 1 = 0). T hen, t he 

hedger always needs to buy t he marketable asset , xh = nt 2". 0. Suppose that y 2". fl (i, ( ) . 

From t he viewpoint of the above hedger , t here are three possible cases:42 (i) x = n~ + ni -

x. For t he above hedger , given hat eit her v = l or v = 0 is realized wi h equal probability 

and hat xa = n~ is chosen with probability 1 (½( ) if 0 = l (0 = ), his case happens ,vhen 

v = l , 0 = l or </J , xa = n~, and :::h = - z wit h probability ½a(i) + ¼[1 - a(i)](; or when 

v = 0, 0 = </J , xa = n~ and :::h = z wi h probability ¼[1 - a(i)](. As Lemma 9 shows t hat 

p**(x) = ½ 1 in this case, the income of the hedger at date 2 is( - ½ 1 + l )nt - z when v 

= 1, 0 = l or ' xa = n~' and ::;h = - z ; or is - ½ 1nt + :; when V = o, 0 = 

and :::h = z. (ii) x = ni - x . Because xa = 0 is chosen with probability 1 - ( if 0 = , this 

41 See the statement of footnote --10 _ 
42 Because of xh = nf , we need not consider any cases that involve 0 = - n~. 
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case occurs when v = l 0 = <p , xa = 0, and ::;,h = - 3 with probability ½[1 - a(i)]( l - () 

or when v = 0, 0 = xa = 0, and ::;,h = z ,,,ith probabili y ½[1 - a(i)]( l - ( ). As Lemma 

9 implies t hat p** = ½ in t his case , the income of t he hedger at date 2 is ½nf - z or - ½nf 

+ 3 , respectively. (iii) x = - x. T his case occurs when v = l , 0 = X a - - n d and _h -
' - b ' ~ -

- 3 with probabili y ¼[1 - a(i)](, or when v = 0 0 = 0 or , xa = - nf , and ::;,h = 3 wi h 

probability ½a(i) + ¼[1 - a(i)]( .43 As Lemma 9 again indica es that p** = ½, t he income 

of the hedger at date 2 is ½nf - z or - ½nf + 3, respec ively. The optimization problem for 

he above hedger is t hen represented by 

~ax { ½a(i) + ¼(1 - a(i))( U ((- ½ 1 + l )nf - 3) + ¼[1 - a(i)](U (- ½ 1nf + 3) 
nb :2:0 

+½ [1 - a(i)](l - ( ) U(½nf - 3) + U(- ½nf + 3)] (A4) 

+¼ [1 - a(i)](U (½nf - 3) + ½a(i) + ¼(1 - a(i))( U (- ½nf + 3) }. 

Similarly, repeating t he above argument indicates hat if y 2 y(i, () t he optimization 

problem for he hedger whose ::;,h is posit ively correlated with v is expressed by 

~~ { [½a(i) + ¼(1 - a(i))( U (½ 2n ~ - 3) + ¼[1 - a(i)](U ((½ 2 - l )n~ + z) 

+½ [1 - a(i)](l - ( ) U(½n~ - 3) + U(- ½n~ + 3)] (A5) 

+¼ [1 - a(i)](U (½n~ - 3) + ½a(i) + ¼(1 - a(i))( U (- ½n~ + 3)}. 

If y < y(i ( ), t he high-quality asset seller does not prefer to supply the marketable asset. 

Because t he hedger cannot hedge the income shock by buying or selling the marketable asset , 

th d _ d _ O we mus ave nb - ns - . 

We are now in a position to prove nt(i, ( ) = n~(i, ( ) (2 0). If y < y(i, ( ), as argued above , 

nf (i , ( ) = n~(i , ( ) = 0 is trivial. If y 2 y(i, ( ), solving problems (A4) and (A5) yields the 

43 1ote that t his case does not arise if v = 1 and 0 = 1. T his is because the hedger whose /' is negatively 
correlated with v needs to buy xh = nt , while the arbitrageur must a lso buy xa to earn positive returns if 
v = 1 and 8 = 1. 
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following first-order conditions: 

~ [a(i) + ~(1 - a(i))(] ( - ~ 1 + 1) U' ( (- ~ 1 + l )nf - -z) - ~[1 - a(i)](~ 1 U' ( - ~ 1nf + -z) 
2 2 2 2 4 2 2 

+ i [l - a(i)](l- ( ) [u' (~nt--z) - U' (-½nt +:z) ]-ia(i) U' (-~nf +z) 

1 [ ( ")] " [ , ( 1 d - ) , ( 1 d -) l +- 1 - a i ( U 2n b - :; - U - 2n b + :; :::; 0 (A6) 

1 [ ( ")] " [ , ( 1 d -) , ( 1 d -) l +- 1 - a 'l ( U 2n 8 - :; - U - 2ns + :; :::; 0, (A7) 

where t he inequality of (A6) ((A7)) is binding if nf > 0 (n~ > 0). The definit ions of 1 and 

2 in Lemma 9 imply t hat 1 - ½ 1 = ½ 2 and½ 1 = 1 - ½ 2 . Hence , it follows from (A6) 

and (A 7) that nf (i: ( ) = n~( i, () (~ 0) . 

ext, given ff (i, ( ) indicated in Lenuna 10, we have ff (i, 1) = ~~ ~:~m : and ff (i, 0) = 
;~:m. sing U' (w) = a - bw , i follows from (A6) and (A7) tha nf (i, 1) and n~(i, 1) 

(nf (i, 0) and n~(i: 0)) are obtained in he fo rms for ( = 1 (( = 0) provided in this lemma. • 

Representation of the expected payoffs of the talented and incompetent arbi

trageurs at date O and t he expected payoff of the principal with the talented 

ru·bitrageur at date 0: We begin wi h examining the expected payoff of the talented 

arbi rageur at date 0. Suppose that y ~ ff (i, () . No e that the contract compensation is 

given in Section 5.1, tha v = 0 or 1 occurs wit h equal probability, and hat t he uninformed 

alen ed arbitrageur buys n~ or sells nf at random with probability (. 44 Then, the talented 

arbitragem faces five possible cases: (i) v = l and xa = n~. This case happens when he 

receives 0 = l vvi.th probability ½a(i) : or when he receives 0 = </> and buys n~ in he event 

44 For brevity, we drop the dependence of (i , ( ) from nt(i, () and n~(i , ( ) in the subsequent analysis. 
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of v = l with probability ¾[1 - a(i)](. His payoff is m 1 in both events. (ii) v = l and xa = 

- nt . This case arises only when he recei, es 0 = and sells nt in he event of v = l wi h 

probability ¼[1 - a (i)](. His payoff is m 2 • (iii) v = 0 and xa = n~. This case ar ises only when 

he receives 0 = and buys n~ in he event of v = 0 with probability ¼[1 - a(i) ]( . His payoff 

is rn,3 . (iv) 1 = 0 and xa = - nf. T his case occurs when he receives 0 = 0 with probability 

½a(i), or when he receives 0 = and sells nf in the event of v = 0 with probability ¾[1 -

a(i) ]( . His payoff is m 4 in both events. (v) x a = 0. This case occurs when he receives 0 = 

and does not trade ·with probability [1 - a(i)]( l - () . His payoff is m 5 • ext, suppose t hat 

y < ff (i, ( ). Then , as the market freeze arises (see Lemma 10), his payoff is m 6 • For a fixed 

,:;, t he expec ed payoff of the talented arbit rageur a date 0 is thus represented by 

IT ta ( . 1") _ iy { [a(i) (1 - a(i))( ] ( ) 
1, ., - + ----- m 1 + rn,4 

y<l (i,( ) 2 4 

[1 _ a(i)] c } l y<i (i ,() + 4 (m2 + m3 ) + [1 - a (i)]( l - ( )m5 dy + 0 m 6dy - (c + e)i. (A8) 

ote tha the arbitrageur incurs he investment and effort costs.45 

"\i\ e next deal with the expected payoff of the incompe ent arbi rageur at date 0. As he 

cannot receive any informa ive signals, he only has to buy n~ or sell nf at random wi h 

probability 7/ · Hence , if y 2 fr (i, (), he has five possible cases: (i) v = l and xa = n~. 

This case happens when he buys n~ in t he event of v = l ·with probability ¼17. His payoff is 

m1. (ii) v = l and xa = - nf This case arises when he sells nt in the even of v = l wi h 

probability ¼ri • His payoff is m 2 • (iii) v = 0 and x a = n~. This case arises when he buys n~ 

in t he event of v = 0 with probability ¼17. His payoff is m 3 • (iv) 1 = 0 and x a = - nf. This 

case occurs when he sells nf in t he event of v = 0 wit h probability ¾ri• His payoff is m 4 • (v) 

xa = 0. This case occurs when he does not trade wit h probabili y 1 - 'T/ · If y < ff (i, ( ), his 

payoff is m 6 . As argued in the text , he does not commit to t he choice of 7) before t he market 

opens. Hence , he would also op imally choose 17 at date 1 after the market opens. Thus, his 

451n reality, his assumption is reasonable because investment banks, hedge funds , and asset management 
firms need to invest ahead in FinTech innovation such as the use of AI and big data and in the acquisition 
of ex pertise. 
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expected payoff at date O is expressed by 

_ ly { [77 J } l y<i(i, ( ) rrin(i, () = max - (m1 + m 2 + m 3 + m 4 ) + (1 - 77)m5 dy + m edY - ci. 
y<l(i,( ) o:::; ,.,9 4 0 

(A9) 

ote t hat he principal can identify any incompetent arbi rageur if he incompetent arbi

rageur does no make the same level of inves ment in info rma ion acquisition as the talent ed 

arbi rageur. Hence, any incompetent arbitrageur must incur the same invest ment cost as 

he talent ed arb itrageur if he desires to participate in he cont ract relat ion. However , as 

he information acquisit ion effort is not observable, no incompetent manager exerts any 

info rma ion acquisition effort s because he cannot have any informative signals. 

To specify t he expected payoff at date O of t he principal who employs t he alented arbi

rageur we need t o use Lemmas 9 and 10 wit h the argument of contract compensation used 

o derive (A8) . Suppose t hat y ~ ft(i, () . Note that either v = l or v = 0 is realized wi h 

equal probability, that the arbi rageur receives an informative signal, 0 = l or 0, w:i h equal 

probability ½a(i), hat xa = n: is chosen fo r 0 = l (0 = ) wit h probability 1 (½() while xa 

= - ni is chosen for 0 = 0 (0 = </> ) wi h probability 1 (¼(), and that xh = ni or - n: occurs 

wit h equal pro babilit.) . Then the principal earns the following: (i) (a) v = 0 = l and xa = 

n: . Her expected payoff is ¼a(i) [(l - ½ 1)n~ - m 1] for x = n: + ni - x, and ¼a(i)[( l -

½)n~ - m1] fo r x = - x. (b) v = l , 0 = </> , and xa = n~ . Her expected payoff is ½[1 - a(i)]( [(l 

- ½ 1 )n~ - m1] for x = n: + nf - x, and ½[1 - a(i) ]([( l - ½)n: - mi] fo r x = - x. (ii) v 

= 1, 0 = </>, and xa = - nf . Her expected payoffis ½[1 - a(i)]([( - 1 + ½)nf - rn,2] for x = 

- x, and ½[1 - a(i)]([( - 1 + ½ 2 )ni - m 2] fo r x = - n: - ni - x. (iii) v = 0, 0 = </> and xa 

= n: . Her expected pa.)off is ½[1 - a(i)]([(0 - ½ 1)n: - m 3] fo r x = n~ + ni - x , and ½[1 

- a(i)]([(O - ¼ )n~ - m3] for x = - x. (iv)(a) v = 0 = 0 and xa = - nf Her expec ed payoff 

is ¼a(i)[(0 + ½ )nf - m 4 ] fo r x = - x, and ¼a(i)[(0 + ½ 2)nf - m 4 ] for x = - n~ - nf - x. 

(b) v = 0, 0 = , and xa = -n:. Her expected payoff is ½[1 - a(i)]([(0 + ½)nf - m4] for x 

= - x, and ½[1 - a(i)]([(0 + ½ 2)n: - m 4] for x = - n: - nf - x. (v) 0 = </> and xa = 0. 

As xa = 0 is chosen for 0 = wit h probability 1 - (, her expected payoff is - [1 - a(i)](l 
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- ( )m 5 • On the other hand, if y ~ ff (i, ( ), she earns - m 6 . ow, her expected payoff at 

date O is 

IJP (i, ( ) = tX) {~a (i) [(l - ~ 1)n~ - m1] + -4
1 a(i)(-2

1 n~ - m1) + ~ [1 - a(i)]([(l - -2
1 

1)n~ - m1] 
} yrt (i ,( ) 4 2 

+~ [1 - a(i) ]<J ½n~ - m1) + 1 [1 - a(i)]( (- ½nt - 77½ ) + ~[1 - a(i)]([( - 1 + ½ 2)nt - m2] 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
+- [1 - a(i)]((- 2 1n~ - m3) + - [1 - a(i)](( - 2n~ - m3) + 4a (i)(2nt - m4) 

+}a(i)(½ 2nt - m4) + ~ [1 - a(i)]((½nt - m4) 

1 1 } l y<l (i, ( ) 
+ - [1 - a(i)](( - 2n~ - m4) - [1 - a(i)]( l - ( )ms dy - m6dy. 

2 0 
(AlO) 

• 
Proof of Lemma 12: If t he market freeze does not occur , the expected payoffs of he 

alented and incompetent arbitrageurs a date 1 are linear in (, 7/ , and ( u respectively (see 

(16), (AS), and (A9)) . T hus, it fo llows from m1 = m4 = m and m2 = m3 = 0 that t hese 

choices are given (18). • 

Proof of Lemmas 13 and 14: vVe firs prove t hat (20e) can be set binding with equality 

in problem (20) without loss of generality. Suppose t hat (20e) is not binding with equality. 

Then, aking a(i)m + [1 - a(i)] m5 as fixed , decreasing m5 and increasing m, we can set 

(20e) binding with equality while (20b )- (20d) hold and the value of (20a) remains fixed . 

ext, substitut ing m 5 = ½rn into (20a)- (20d) yields 

II~ = max { a(i\n(i) - ½ [1 + a (i)] m} 1 - F(ff(i, 0)) 
(i,m)20 4 -

(Alla) 

subject to 
1 
2 [1 + a(i)] m [1 - F(ff(i, 0)) ~ (c + e)i + rrta (Allb) 

1 
2m [1 - F (1f(i, 0))] ~ ci, (Allc) 
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1 
2a(i)m [1 - F(f/ (i 0)) ~ ei . (Alld) 

P rovided m 5 satisfies ½m > m 5 in problem (19), inspecting problems (19) and (All) verifies 

hat t he functio nal forms of t he objective function and t he constraints of problem (19) are 

he same as t hose of problem (All ), except t hat n(i) and ff (i, 1) are used in problem (19) 

instead of n(i) and f/ (i, 0) in problem (All ) . 

In t he subsequent proof, we focus on solving problem (19) and derive the results of Lemma 

13. Repea ing t he same procedure , we can show he results of Lemma 14. 

Suppose t hat (19d) is binding with equality. Then , combining (19c) and (19d) yields ½[1 

+ a (i)]m [l - F(ff (i, 1))] ::; (c + e)i , which contradicts (19b) because of rrta > 0. T hus , 

(19d) mus not be binding wit h equality if t he optimal solu ion to (19) exists . 

I ow, suppose t hat (19c) is not binding wit h equality. Then, the above discussion indicates 

hat neither (19c) nor (19d) is satisfied with equality. Because t he profi t maximization of 

he principal means t hat (19b) mus be satisfied with equality, problem (19) is reduced to 

a (i) -
ff~~ - 4- n (i) [1 - F (f/ (i, 1))] - (c + e)i - rrta . (A12) 

As we assume that t he optimal inves ment level is positive, the first-order condit ion o (A12) 

with respect to i is given by (21) . ote t hat f/ (i, 1) is defined in Lemma 11. 

ext, suppose that (19c) is binding wi h equality but (19b) is not binding with equality. 

As has been verified, (19d) is not binding with equality, either. Then, using (19c) with 

equali y, problem (19) is reduced o 

a(i) - ) (""'- ) [ l 11~l-4-n(i 1 - F y (i, 1 ) - 1 + a (i) ci . (A13) 

T hus , ,-..re obtain (22) as the first-order condit ion to (A13) wit h respect to i . 

Lastly suppose hat both (19b) and (19c) are binding wit h equalit ies. Combining (19b) 

and (19c) yields (23), which gives he optimal level of investment in (19) in this case . • 

Proof of P roposition 5: As shown at the second paragraph of t he proof of Lemmas 13 
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and 14, we need only compare the solut ions to (19) and (All ) wi hout loss of generality. For 

any (i, m) satisf.) ing the constraint s of problem (All) it follows from (Alla) and (Allb) 

hat 

[a(i) n (i) - 1 + a(i) m] 1 - F(ft(i, 0)) < a(i) n (i) 1 - F (ft (i, 0)) - (c+e )i-IIta_ (Al4) 
4 2 - 4 

As verified in t he proof of Lemmas 13 and 14, (19b) must be binding with equali y in (19) 

if (19c) is no binding with equalit) or if both (19b) and (19c) are binding wit h equalities. 

Then it follows from (19a) and (19b) ·with equality hat (19a) is reduced to (A12) . 

As verified in the proof of Lemmas 13 and 14, the remaining case is t he situation under 

which only (19c) is binding wit h equality. T hen, it follows from (19a) and (19c) with equality 

hat (19a) is reduced to (A13). 

Let i;* denote an optimal level of investment in problem (All ). Vve first compare he 

right-hand side of (A14) wi h (A12) a i = ii* . Subtracting t he right-hand side of (A14) 

from (A12) and evaluating it at i = it with n (i) from (5), n(i) from (13), ff (i, 1) and ff (i, 0) 

from Lemma 11, and t he uniform distribut ion of F (·) on [O, YL we obtain 

Given a E [O 1), note that the first erm in (A15) is nega ive , whereas t he remaining wo 

erms in (A15) are positive . If z is sufficiently small relative to y, t he remaining two terms 

dominate he former. Then , (A15) is positive . 

Similarly, subtracting t he right-hand side of (A14) from (Al 3) and evalua ing it at i = i i* 
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with (5) , (13), Lemma 11 and the unifo rm distribution of F(-) on [0, y], we ob ain 

a(i;*) {;; [2 - a(i~*) 2 - (a(i;*))2 l aa(i;*) [ 1 1 ] 
~ ~ 2 + a(i0*) - 2 + (a(io*))2 + b 2 - a(i0*) - 2 - (a(i0*))2 

aa(i;*) [ 1 1 l 2 ( ( '**) ) '** ITta } + by -[2_+_(_a-(i-'o*-)---:)2,- - -[2_+_a -(io-**-)] - -a -(i-o*-) a 'lo C - e 'lo - - . (A16) 

Iote that the fir st ter m in (A16) is negative, ,,.rhereas t he sum of the remaining t hree terms 

in (A16) is positive if c is sufficien ly small. Hence , if;; is sufficiently small rela ive to y and 

if c is suffic iently small, (A16) is positive . 

Let (i0* m0*) denote a solution to problem (All ). row, if there is a set of (m,m5 ) t hat 

enables i0* to satisfy t he constraints of problem (19), IT{ defined by (19a) is larger than or 

equal to t he value of (A12) ((A13)) evaluated at i~* if (19b) (only (19c)) is binding v,i h 

equali y at the op imal solution to (19) . T hus, if i and care sufficiently small , IT{ is larger 

han or equal to t he left-hand side of (A14) at i0*, which is equal o IT~. As a result, if 

hese conditions hold , t he principal prefers an opt imal contract hat allows an uninformed 

arbitragem to use a random rading s rategy. 

Even if there are no sets of (rn, ms) t hat cause i0* o satisfy all the constraints of problem 

(19), we show that (19c) is satisfied a (i0*, rn;*) because ff(i, 0) < ff (i, 1) for a fixed i . 

Fur hermore, by adjusting (m,m5 ), we can find a set of (i;*,m) that makes (19c) bind with 

equali y. If (19c) is binding wit h equality, we have ½m = l - F (; (i,l)) . Then, (19b) and (19d) 

are reduced to a(i)ci 2": ei + rrta and a(i)ci 2": ei, respectively. In fac , these constraints can 

be satisfied at (it, mt) because i0* satisfies (Allb) and (Allc) so hat a(i0*)ci0* 2": ei0* + 

ITta . However , t his con radicts the ini ial assumption t hat t here are no sets of ( m, ms) t hat 

cause i0* to satisfy all the constrains of problem (19) . 

Combining these arguments, we can establish the statement of t his proposition. • 
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Figure 1: Effects of t he hedger s income shock (z) in the DIR model 
otes: This figure depicts the impact of an increase in z on the investment levels (Panel A), 

the level of overinvestment (Panel B), the likelihood of t he market freeze (Panel C), and the 
difference in the likelihood of he market freeze (Panel D) in the DIR. model. 
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Figure 2: Effects of t he seller s endowment of the market able asset (x) in the DIR model 
otes: This figure depicts the impact of an increase in x on the investment levels (P anel A), 

the level of overinvestment (P anel B), the likelihood of t he market freeze (P anel C), and the 
difference in the likelihood of he market freeze (Panel D) in the DIR model. 
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Figure 3: Effect s of the cost of investment (c) in the DIR model 
otes: T his figure depicts the impact of an increase in c on the investment levels (Panel A), 

the level of overinvestment (Panel B), the likelihood of t he market freeze (Panel C), and the 
difference in the likelihood of he market freeze (Panel D) in the DIR model. 
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Figure 4: Effects of the hedger 's income shock (z ) in t he DEL model 
otes: This figure depicts the impact of an increase in z on the value of ( (Panel A), the chosen 

cases (Panel B), the investment levels (Panel C), the likelihood of the market freeze (Panel D), 
the level of overinvcstment (Panel E ), and the difference in the likelihood of the market freeze 
(Panel F ) in the DEL model. In Panel B, cases (a), (b) , and (c) correspond to the cases in 
which the investment levels (i** and i:V*) are determined by Lemmas 13(i), 13(ii), and 13(iii) 
when (** = 1, respectively, while cases (d) , (e), and (f) correspond to the cases in which the 
investment levels (i** and i:;,*) are determined by Lemmas 14(i), 14(ii), and 14{iii) when (** = 0, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5: Effects of the seller's endowment of t he marketable asset (x) in t he DEL model 
otes: This figure depicts the impact of an increase in x on the value of ( (Panel A), the chosen 

cases (Panel B) , t he investment levels (Panel C), the likelihood of the market freeze (Panel D), 
the level of overinvcstment (Panel E), and the difference in the likelihood of the market freeze 
(Panel F) in the DEL model. In Panel B, cases (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the cases in 
which the investment levels (i** and i:V*) are determined by Lemmas 13(i), 13(ii), and 13(iii) 
when (** = 1, respectively, while cases (d), (e), and (f) correspond to the cases in which the 
investment levels (i** and i:;,*) are determined by Lemmas 14(i), 14(ii), and 14(iii) when(** = 0, 
respectively. 
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Figure 6: Effects of t he cost of investment (c) in the DEL model 
otes: This figure depicts t he impact of an increase in con the value of ( (Panel A), the chosen 

cases (Panel B) , t he investment levels (Panel C), the likelihood of the market freeze (Panel D), 
the level of overinvcstment (Panel E), and the difference in the likelihood of the market freeze 
(Panel F ) in the DEL model. In Panel B, cases (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the cases in 
which the investment levels (i** and i:V*) are determined by Lemmas 13(i), 13(ii), and 13(iii) 
when (** = 1, respectively, while cases (d), (e), and (f) correspond to the cases in which the 
investment levels (i** and i:;,*) are determined by Lemmas 14(i), 14{ii), and 14{iii) when(** = 0, 
respectively. 
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